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Abstract
This thesis deals with the modeling and control of permanentmagnet synchronous
generator based wind turbines (PMSG-WTs). The PMSG-WTs arewid ly used in
wind energy conversion systems(WECSs), due to their meritssuch as high reliabili-
ty, high efficiency, low noise, high torque to weight ratio and fast dynamic response.
Usually, a PMSG-WT is connected to the power grid via an AC-DC-AC converter
system. The PMSG-WT can rotate at varying speed based on variable wind power
input and thus achieve high efficiency as it dose not need to synchronise its rotational
speed with the grid frequency.
An overview of the modeling of the PMSG-WT is give at first, with conventional
vector control (VC) strategies applied for machine-side and grid-side converter. The
VC strategy is a popular method widely used in industry due toits decoupled control
of active/reactive power, but it may not provide satisfactory performance for the
PMSG-WT as it is required to operate at varying speed in an operation envelope with
wide operating range rather than one operation point. The feedback linearisation
control (FLC) strategy can improve the performance of the VCwith a global optimal
controller crossing a wide region and variable operation points, but it has weak
robustness against parameter uncertainties and external disturbances, and requires
full state measurements.
To improve performance of the VC and the FLC, nonlinear adaptive controllers
(NACs) designed based on FLC and perturbation estimation and their applications in
machine-side and grid-side converter control of the PMSG-WT, and speed control of
a permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) have been studied. In the design
of the proposed NAC, by defining a lumped perturbation term topresent coupling
nonlinear dynamics, parameter uncertainties, and other unknown disturbance, then
iv
a perturbation observer is designed to estimate the perturbation which is used to
compensate the real perturbation and realise an adaptive linearising of the original
nonlinear system, without requiring the accurate system model and parameters and
full state measurements, and still considering all system nonli earities and unknown
time-varying dynamics, such as tower shadow, grid faults and intermittent wind
power inputs.
In this thesis, the proposed control schemes are applied forcontrol of PMSG-
WT in Region 2, Region 3 and integration with the grid. A NAC isdeveloped for
a PMSG-WT to extract maximum wind power in Region 2. Simulation and experi-
ment studies are carried out to verify the design and resultshow that the proposed
NAC can provide better performance in MPPT and robustness against parameter
uncertainties and time-varying wind power inputs, in comparison with a convention
VC and FLC.
NACs are designed for control of the pitch angle and generator control of a
PMSG-WT to limit the extracted power from time-varying windin Region 3. Sim-
ulation results of the proposed NACs are compared to a conventional VC and FLC.
The fault ride-through capability (FRTC) of the PMSG-WT at different voltage
dip’s levels has been enhanced by a novel NAC applied at the grid-side converter.
Simulation results have shown that the proposed NAC can provide satisfactory per-
formances with smaller inrush current and voltage overshoots during grid fault and
better robustness against uncertainties.
A coordinated nonlinear adaptive control (CNAC) of the machine-side and grid-
side converter in the PMSG-WT were studied. The NACs are design d based on
state and perturbation observers for control of subsystems. Simulation results show
that the CNAC can coordinate each other to achieve the objectives of different oper-
ating regions and enhance the FRTC of the PMSG-WT.
Finally, the proposed control schemes are applied for control of PMSM. NAC is
developed for PMSM to track mechanical rotation speed and provide high robust-
ness against system parameter uncertainties and unknown time-varying load distur-
bances. Simulation results show that the proposed NAC provides better performance
and robustness against system parameter uncertainties andunk own time-varying
v
load disturbances, in comparison with a nonlinear controlle with an extended non-
linear observer and a conventional VC.
vi
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Renewable energy sources have attracted a lot of attention in recent years, in
which wind energy is the fastest growing and most competitivrenewable source so
far, whose worldwide installation has reached 254 GW by the end of June 2012 [1],
because it is a clean, safe and exhaustless renewable power surce. In many coun-
tries, wind power is promoted via government’s policy, meanwhile real commercial
generation projects have been established. In Europe, manylarge-scale offshore
wind farms are planned to be built due to abundant offshore wind resources. By
2020, renewable resources may supply 20% of power consumed in Europe, whose
realisation relies heavily on large-scale offshore wind farm [2]. For example, the
target of the UK in 2020 requires that 9.4% of the total installed power capacity is
supplied by offshore wind farms, which is equal to 10 GW [3]. The European Wind
Energy Association has set a target of satisfying 23% European electricity needs
with wind energy by 2030 [4]. Other countries also have promising offshore wind
power resources, such as China and the USA. It is clear that the global market for
electrical power produced by wind turbine generators has been increasing steadily,
which directly pushes the wind technology into a more competitiv area.
The development of modern wind energy conversion technology has been going
on since 1970s, and its rapid development seen from 1990s. Typically, there are
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two well-known strategies for operating wind energy conversion systems (WECSs),
i.e., fixed-speed strategy and variable-speed strategy. Until the mid 1990s, most of
the installed wind turbines (WTs) were fixed-speed ones, based on squirrel-cage in-
duction generator (SCIG) directly connected to the grid, angeneration was always
done at constant speed. Recently, the variable-speed WTs (VSWTs) based on wound
rotor synchronous generator (WRSG), double fed induction generator (DFIG) and
permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) dominate world market share
due to their advantages over fixed-speed WTs (FSWTs), such ashigh efficiency and
power quality [5,6]. Moreover, VSWTs can control WT speed anpower output to
reduce load and stresses on blades and tower. Nowadays DFIG based VSWTs have
been widely used in WECSs with the merits such as large operation region, small
capability of power electronic devices and full controllabi ity of active and reactive
power of the DFIG [7]. However, One of the problems associated with WECS e-
quipped with DFIG today is the presence of the gearbox which couples the WT to
the generator. The gearbox is inevitable to have some drawbacks, such as incremen-
t of maintenance expenses, heat dissipation from friction and audible noise [8, 9].
According to statistics of wind farm operation, 19.4% of WT downtime is due to
the gearbox and bearing system [10]. The reliability of the VSWT system can be
improved significantly by using a direct-driven PMSG, whichs coupled directly to
WT without the gearbox, with merits such as self-excitation, high efficiency, low
noise, high torque to weight ratio and fast dynamic response[11–17]. Usually, the
WECS equipped with a PMSG is connected to the power grid via a full-rated back-
to-back power electronic converter. In this system, the WECS dose not need to
synchronize its rotational speed with the grid frequency.
1.2 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator Based
Wind Turbine
The PMSG based WT (PMSG-WT) is a dynamic system with strong nonli -
ear coupled characteristics and time-varying uncertain inputs. The aerodynamic of
WT introduces strong nonlinearities and uncertainties [18]. Due to time-varying
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Figure 1.1: Major operating regions of the wind turbine
wind, the WTs are required to operate at wide wind speed range. Different con-
trol strategies have been applied to WECS. Normally, control objectives of the WTs
are separated into four major operating regions shown in Fig. 1.1. In Region 1,
the WT does not operate until wind speed reaches cut-in wind speedVci; in Region
2, wind speed is between cut-in wind speedVci and rated wind speedVr, and the
main control objective of this region is extracting the maximum power from wind
by mechanical rotation speed control or mechanical torque control; in Region 3,
wind speed is between rated wind speedVr and cut-out wind speedVco, and the
main control objective is limiting extracted wind power by blade pitch control and
generator torque control to protect the mechanical part of the WECS [19]; in Region
4, wind speed is above the cut-out wind speedVco, the WT is stopped for protection.
When the WT operates, the extracted wind power is converted into electrical power
by the PMSG, then supplied to the power grid via a full-rated back-to-back power
electronic converter.
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Figure 1.2: WECS equipped with a full-rated back-to-back converter
1.2.1 PMSG Topology
The PMSG-WT equipped with a full-rated back-to-back power el ctronic con-
verter consists of two voltage-source converters (VSCs), i.e., machine-side converter
(MSC) and grid-side converter (GSC), shown in Fig. 1.2. A DC-link is placed be-
tween the two converters. The main objective of the MSC is controlling the output
power of the PMSG, which can be realised through control of the mechanical torque
or the mechanical rotation speed. Meanwhile the GSC is responsible for delivering
active power to the grid via the DC-link and maintaining the DC-link voltage. Two
VSCs are controlled separately and the dynamic of the PMSG-WT and the power
grid is decoupled via the DC-link. A transformer is often connected between the
GSC and the grid.
1.2.2 Machine-Side Converter
The main objective of the MSC is to control the output power ofthe PMSG. In
Region 1, no generating power is output. In Region 2, the maxium wind power
is required to be extracted. For this purpose, the power coeffi ient Cp should be
maximumCpmax. It can be realised by maintaining tip speed ratioλ equal to optimal
valueλopt and pitch angleβ at a fixed value. It in turn requires the mechanical
rotation speedwm to track its optimal referencewmopt. In Region 3, the extracted
wind power should be maintained at rated power. It requires th corresponding
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pitch angle should be achieved, which in turn requires both the mechanical rotation
speedwm and the mechanical torqueTm to be kept at their rated values, respectively.
The rated mechanical torqueTm is achieved through controlling the electromagnetic
torqueTe to track its rated referenceTer when thewm is kept at its rated reference
wmr.
1.2.3 Grid-Side Converter
The purposes of the GSC is to maintain the DC-link voltageVdc at constant. The
DC-link can generate or absorb reactive power for voltage support. The GSC is also
current regulated, with the d-axis currentigd used to regulate the DC-link voltage
Vdc and the q-axis currentigq component to regulate the reactive power. The q-axis
grid voltageEgq can be taken as zero with correct alignment of the reference frame.
Then, theigd component can be used to regulate active power. Hence, the aciv
and reactive power flowing between the grid and converter canalso be controlled
independently when DC-link voltageVdc and grid currents (igd,igq) control strategies
are applied.
1.2.4 PMSG-WT Fault-Ride Through
With the fast growing penetration level of wind energy in thecurrent power grid,
the reliability of WECS has attracted much attention. To enable the reliable integra-
tion of large capacity of wind power, most of the current power grid codes require
that WECS must have fault ride-through capability (FRTC) orlow-voltage ride-
through capability (LVRTC) [20–24]. The FRTC specifies thatthe WECS must be
connected to the power grid during and after grid faults, or undergoing voltage dips
due to load disturbances, and to provide active/reactive power control to the power
grid [25]. The FRTC of WECSs can be enhanced by installing additional protec-
tion devices, such as a rectifier-boost damping resistor forprotection of the DC-link
voltage [26], active crowbars installed to protect the machine-side converter of the
PMSG [27] and the rotor-side converter of the DFIG [28]. Using the extra device
increases the cost of the whole system. Another effective alternative to enhance the
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FRTC of WPGSs is to redesign or improve the control algorithms applied on the
VSCs, which can avoid installation of additional equipmenta d allow reduction of
the power rating of the protection devices [29–35]. More detail d analysis of WECS
fault conditions and converter protection methods will be summarised in Chapter 4
and 5, with a proposed nonlinear adaptive control (NAC) strategy.
1.3 Control of Permanent Magnet Synchronous Gen-
erator Based Wind Turbine
The control system is an important part in a WECS. The controlof PMSG-WT
has attracted much attention in the last few decades, and thetec nology has further
advanced in recent years. In this thesis, the conventional vector control (VC) with
proportional-integral (PI) loops, feedback linearisation control (FLC) and proposed
nonlinear adaptive control (NAC) are applied for GSC, MSC, and permanent magnet
synchronous motor (PMSM) control.
In this section, three control methods are to be discussed, i.e., the VC, FLC and
NAC. The comparisons of these three methods are shown in Table 1.1.
1.3.1 Vector Control
The Vector Control (VC) was first applied to the induction motor at the begin-
ning of 1970s and latter to PMSM drive. It allows both induction and synchronous
machines to achieve similar torque control performance to aseparately excited di-
rect current (DC) motor where torque and flux can be controlled s parately. The
VC is the current industrial stand control algorithm for theregulation of the output
power of the PMSG-WT, which is widely used in industry due to its relative sim-
ple implementation and decoupling control of the active andreactive power. The
VC mainly consists two steps: firstly, the system model undera three-phase natu-
ral reference frame (a-b-c) is transformed to a two-phase stationary reference frame
(α − β), which is then transformed to a two-phase d-q rotating reference frame in
which the d-axis or q-axis is aligned with the vector of one ofsystem variables; sec-
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Table 1.1: Comparisons of VC, FLC and NAC methods
Control Methods Advantages Disadvantages
Incapable of providing
VC Simplicity; global optimal performance
for whole operation region.
Provide global optimal
FLC performance for whole operation Weak robustness; require
region; fully decouple nonlinear detailed system model.
system;
Provide global optimal
performance for whole operation
NAC region; fully decouple nonlinear Time delay for estimation.
system; high robustness; do
not require detailed system
model;
ondly, decouple the interaction among state variables, then linear relationship
between the controlled variables and the outputs can be achived.
For the MSC, the output power of PMSG-WT is required to be regulated. Tra-
ditional VC scheme has been widely used in PMSG-WT [9, 17, 35–40]. In Region
2 (Fig. 1.1), the VC consists three control loops. The q-axisstator current reference
imqr can be obtained from the output of the mechanical rotation speedwm control
loop or from a reference electromagnetic torqueTer. The outputs of stator currents
(imd, imq) control loops are the stator voltages (Vmd, Vmq) generated by MSC, re-
spectively. In Region 3, the output of the mechanical rotatin speedwm control loop
generates the pitch angle referenceβr. The required stator voltages (Vmd, Vmq) can
be obtained from stator currents (imd, imq) control. For the GSC, it aims to maintain
the DC-link voltageVdc at constant, then the control of the MSC and GSC can be
decoupled. The d-axis grid current referenceigdr is generated from the outer DC-
link voltageVdc control loop. The inner d-axis currentigd control loop controls the
GSC voltageVgd, meanwhile the q-axisigq control loop is used to controlVgq.
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Although VC is simple, there are still some disadvantages byusing this ap-
proach. The major one is that VC is designed based on one operation point, which
may not be capable of providing global optimal performance for varying operation
points.
1.3.2 Feedback Linearisation Control
Compared with linear methods designed based on a linear model obtained from
one operation point, feedback linearisation control (FLC)method can provide con-
sistent optimal performance in an operation envelope with awide range rather than
one operation point and has already attracted lots of research efforts in design and
application of FLC for nonlinear systems [35, 41–47]. The FLC is an approach
for nonlinear control design. By designing a state transformation and a nonlinear
feedback control law, a nonlinear system is transformed into a fully or partially
decoupled linear one, then well-known and powerful linear tchniques are used to
complete the control design. A lot of previously intractable nonlinear problems can
be converted into much more simpler problems, which can be solved by familiar
linear system methods.
Although the FLC has been used to solved many practical nonliear problems
and had a number of successful applications, it still has a few o drawbacks. Firstly,
it requires the accurate system model and system parameters, which may not provide
capacity to handle the presence of parameter uncertaintiesor external disturbances;
secondly, it requires full state feedback; thirdly, it always results in a complex con-
trol law so that the implementation of the FLC is not easy in practice. In fact, such
a complex nonlinear controller may not always provide better performance than a
simple linear controller. In order to deal with nonlinear dynamic system uncer-
tainties and disturbances, adaptive control methods are employed to improve the
performance of the FLC.
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1.3.3 Nonlinear Adaptive Control
Adaptive control of nonlinear systems attracted attentionin the mid 1980s and
grown rapidly in the 1990s. It is because that the adaptive control can deal with
unknown parameters or slowly time-varying system parameters. A complete and
pedagogical presentation of nonlinear adaptive controller (NAC) has been given in
[48].
Among the early estimation based results are Sastry and Isidori [49], Pomet and
Praly [50], etc. Marino and Tomei had proposed one of the firstoutput-feedback de-
sign [51,52]. The partial state feedback problem had been solved by Kanellakopou-
los, Kokotovíc and Morse [53]. A tracking design where the regressor depends
only on reference signals was given in [54]. Khalil [44] and Jankovíc developed
semi-global output feedback designs for a class which includes some systems not
transformable into the output feedback form.
An important technique for the design of the output feedbackcontrol of nonlin-
ear system has been developed by using the high gain observerin th adaptive output
feedback control strategy. It can estimate robustly the stat or the derivatives of the
output equivalently (under local weak observability) [55]. This technique was first
introduced by Elfandiari and Khali and since then it has beenth impetus for many
research results over the past decades [56]. It was used to achieve stabilization and
semi-global stabilization of fully linearizable systems [56,57], and to design robust
servomechanisms for fully linearizable systems [58]. It was also used for the output
adaptive control [59], variable structure control [60] andspeed control of induc-
tion motors [61]. In most of these studies, the controller isde igned in two steps.
Firstly, a globally bounded state feedback control is designed to meet the design
objective. Secondly, a high gain observer, designed to act fast enough, recovers the
performance achieved under state feedback.
In this thesis, a NAC via high gain state and perturbation observer (SPO) has
been proposed for the control of GSC, MSC and PMSM. The designand analysis
of the NAC using high gain state and perturbation observer has been presented in
detail in [62]. In the design of the NAC, by defining a lumped perturbation term
to present the coupling nonlinear dynamics, parameter uncertainties, and other un-
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known disturbance, a perturbation observer is designed to estimate the perturbation
which is used to compensate the real perturbation and realise an adaptive linearizing
of the original nonlinear system, without requiring the accurate system model and
full state measurements, and ignoring any system nonlinearities and unknown dy-
namics, such as tower shadow, load torque disturbance, gridfaults and intermittent
wind power inputs. Moreover, as such a controller adopts theestimate of states and
perturbation to yield the control signal, it can be easily implemented in practice.
This control strategy has been demonstrated by their applications for synchronous
generator control and power electronics in power system [63–6 ].
1.4 Major Contributions
The thesis reports the research work undertaken based on nonli ear adaptive
control of PMSG-WT based on states and perturbation estimation. The major con-
tributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:
The proposed nonlinear adaptive control (NAC) method is firstly applied in
PMSG-WT and PMSM.
• A NAC designed based on states and perturbation observer hasbeen applied
for maximum power point tracking in Region 2. The proposed NAC can fully
decoupled PMSG-WT system and provide a global optimal controller cov-
ering the whole operation region. In addition, the NAC posses es great ro-
bustness against parameter uncertainties and measurementnoises. Simulation
results show that the NAC has overcome the drawback of the VC designed
based on one operating point and the shortcomings of the FLC relying on the
full state feedback, accurate system parameters and detailed nonlinear system
model.
• A nonlinear adaptive pitch control of variable-pitch PMSG-WT has been in-
vestigated. The control design has been developed based on afully lineariz-
able model of the PMSG-WT. Simulation studies have been undertaken on
PMSG-WT and the comparison with the VC designed based on one operating
point, and FLC designed based on accurate model and full state feedback.
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• NAC has been investigated for the GSC to improve the FRTC of a full-rated
converter based variable-speed wind turbine [63]. It does not require the
detailed system model and parameters and is an output feedback controller.
Thus, it has a relatively simpler controller and much betterrobustness than the
FLC when there are model uncertainties and unknown disturbances. Compar-
ing with other nonlinear adaptive methods, the proposed NACcan deal with
time-varying uncertain dynamics. Performance enhancement has been tested
by simulation studies at different voltage dip’s levels, and various uncertain-
ties, including model mismatch, measurement noises and time-varying wind
power inputs. Simulation results have shown that the proposed NAC can pro-
vide satisfactory performances with smaller current and voltage overshoots
during grid fault and better robustness against uncertainties, compared with
the VC and the model-based FLC.
• A coordinated nonlinear adaptive controller (CNAC) has been d veloped for
the machine-side and grid-side converter of PMSG-WT. The CNA has a
simple form and adaptive nature. Simulation results show that t e CNAC
can coordinate each other, realizes the control objectivesof Region 2 and 3
without requiring the accurate system model and full state measurements, and
provides high robustness against grid voltage dips by usingpitch control.
The proposed control methods have been applied to design NACfor PMSM.
• A NAC of PMSM has been developed to track mechanical rotationspeed and
provide high robustness against system parameter uncertainties and unknown
load torque disturbance. The idea of the NAC is based on the feedback lin-
earizing control and states and perturbation estimation. Both simulation and
experimental results have shown that the proposed NAC achieves satisfactory
dynamic performances in the presence of parameter variations and unknown
time-varying load torque disturbance.
Jian Chen








































Figure 1.3: The relationships between the work in differentchapters
1.5 Thesis outline
This thesis focuses on wind energy conversion system based on a PMSG. The
WECS consists two voltage-source converters, i.e., MSC andGSC. The MSC is
responsible to control the output power of the PMSG, whereasthe objective of the
GSC is to maintain the DC-link voltage and deliver active power to the grid. For the
control of the MSC, it requires the PMSG-WT extracts the maxium wind power in
Region 2, and limits the extracted wind power in Region 3. These two different ob-
jectives have been achieved by the proposed NAC in Chapter 2 and 3, respectively.
In Chapter 4, the control objective of the GSC has been achieved by the proposed
NAC. To investigate the performances of the WECS under normal and fault opera-
tion conditions, the coordinate control of the MSC and GSC has been investigated in
Chapter 5. To further verification of the proposed NAC, the NAC has been applied
in PMSM system in Chapter 6. Hence, the thesis is organised asfollows. Fig. 1.3
shows the relationships between the work in different chapters.
The thesis is organized as follows.
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Chapter 2: Maximise Power Point Tracking Controller for PMSG Based Wind
Turbine
This chapter presents a nonlinear adaptive maximum power point tracking (MPP-
T) control strategy for permanent magnet synchronous generator based wind turbine
(PMSG-WT) when the WT works in Region 2. In the proposed controlle , system
nonlinearities, parameter uncertainties, time-varying wind power inputs, and exter-
nal disturbance of PMSG-WT, are represented as a lumped perturbation term, which
is estimated by a designed perturbation observer. The estimate is employed to com-
pensate the real perturbation and finally achieve adaptive feedback linearizing con-
trol of original nonlinear system, without requiring the detailed system model and
full state measurements. The simulation results show that the proposed control strat-
egy provides the PMSG-WT with the maximum power efficiency and high dynamic
performance even in the presence of parameter uncertainties or measurement noises.
Chapter 3: Pitch Control of Variable-Pitch PMSG-based Wind Turbine
In this chapter, a nonlinear adaptive controller (NAC) of PMSG-WT is develope-
d to maintain the extracted wind power at rated power, withourequiring accurate
PMSG-WT model, parameters and full state measurements, andconsidering all sys-
tem nonlinearities and interaction, when the WT operates inRegion 3.
Chapter 4: Enhancing Fault Ride-Through Capability of a Full-Rated Converter
Based Wind-Turbine
This chapter investigates a novel controller for the grid-side converter (GSC)
based on nonlinear adaptive control (NAC). One lumped perturba ion term is de-
fined in the NAC to include all unknown and time-varying dynamics and external
disturbances of the wind energy conversion system (WECS), and c n be estimat-
ed by designing a perturbation observer. The estimate of theperturbation term is
used to compensate the real perturbation and finally achieveth adaptive feedback
linearizing control of the original nonlinear system, without requiring the accurate
system model and full state measurements. The proposed NAC is an output feedback
control, which is adaptive to parameter uncertainties and unknown nonlinearities of
the WECS, and time-varying external disturbances including grid faults, voltage
dips and intermittent wind power inputs. The effectivenessof the proposed NAC
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is verified by simulation studies and compared with the conventional vector control
(VC) and feedback linearisation control (FLC). The simulation results show that the
NAC can provide better fault ride-through capability (FRTC) even though the grid
voltage levels are far below their nominal values.
Chapter 5: Coordinated Nonlinear Adaptive Control of Machine-side and Grid-
side Converter of PMSG-WT
This chapter proposes a new overall control strategy for thePMSG-based WECS
in a wide wind speed range. This Chapter extends the author’sw k in Chapter 2-4.
In Region 2, the (maximum power point tracking) MPPT operation is realized by
mechanical rotation speed control and stator current control. The proposed MPPT
control method in Chapter 2 is employed in this Chapter. In Region 3, the extracted
wind power limited by pitch control and stator currents contr l presented in Chapter
3 is also employed in this Chapter. In Region 2 and 3, the active and reactive power
injected into grid is regulated using DC-link voltage contrl and grid current control
loop designed in Chapter 4. The proposed control strategy realizes the control objec-
tives without requiring the accurate system model and full state measurements, and
provides high robustness against wind energy conversion system (WECS) parameter
uncertainties and grid voltage dips.
Chapter 6: Speed Control of a Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor With
Time-Varying Unknown Load Torque
This chapter investigates a novel controller for the surface-mounted permanent-
magnet synchronous motor (SPMSM), based on NAC to optimize the speed-control
performance of a SPMSM. In the proposed controller, system nonli earities, param-
eter uncertainties, and external disturbance of SPMSM, arerepr sented as a lumped
perturbation term, which is estimated by a designed perturba ion observer. The es-
timate is employed to compensate the real perturbation and finally achieve adaptive
(feedback linearisation control) FLC of PMSM, without requiring the detailed sys-
tem model and full state measurements. Both the simulation and experiment results
show that the proposed control strategy provides the PMSM with the optimal dy-
namic performance even in the presence of parameter uncertainties and unknown
time-varying load disturbance.
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Chapter 7: Conclusions
The thesis has concluded with a summary of the results and several suggestions
for future work and several suggestions for future work. Thesuggestions for future
work will highlight the unsolved problems that remain.
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Maximum Power Point Tracking
Controller for PMSG Based Wind
Turbine
2.1 Introduction
In the wind energy conversion system (WECS), an effective maxi um power
point tracking (MPPT) control strategy is essential in improving the overall efficien-
cy and reducing cost [67, 68]. To extract maximum power from time-varying wind
power, numerous studies have been carried out, in which controllers are designed
based on an approximated linear model and linear techniques, s ch as convention-
al vector control (VC) with proportional-integral (PI) loops [17, 36, 37], and linear
quadratic Gaussian (LQG) [69, 70], etc. Among these controlstrategies, the VC
is the current industrial standard solution [71]. Despite th advantages of simplic-
ity and decoupled control of active and reactive power, the VC may not provide
satisfactory performance as permanent magnet synchronousgenerator based wind
turbine (PMSG-WT) which is a highly nonlinear system, operating in a wide-range
of operation points, due to time-varying wind speed [36]. Thus, the VC designed
and tuned based on one operation point is not capable of providing global optimal
performance for varying operation points, which stimulates lots of research efforts
16
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on the tuning of VC with PI loops.
Feedback linearizing control (FLC) strategy has been widely applied in pow-
er electronics [35, 45], permanent magnet synchronous motor (PMSM) [46], and
power systems [47]. The FLC provides nonlinear systems withbe ter dynamic per-
formance than the controllers designed based on an approximated linear model and
linear technique [64]. To improve the performance of the VC,the FLC strategy
is designed for PMSG-WT to achieve the maximum wind power generation [72].
The PMSG-WT system is transformed into an equivalent linearsystem via nonlin-
ear feedback control and nonlinear coordinate transformation. Then the closed-loop
mechanical rotation speed controller and current controllers are designed via linear
control method. The FLC strategy can fully decouple the original nonlinear system
and provide a global optimal controller crossing a wide region and variable opera-
tion points. The maximum wind power can be extracted with satisfactory dynamic
performance when wind speed varies. However, the design of the FLC requires full
state feedback, accurate system parameters and accurate system model to calculate
full system nonlinearities, and thus always results in a complex control law and has
weak robustness against parameter uncertainties and external disturbances [73]. It
is because that the parameter uncertainties and external disturbances affect the cal-
culation of the full system nonlinearities, which may degrade the performance of
the FLC. In the real system operation, electrical machine parameters, such as sta-
tor resistance, inductance, field flux and other parameters of electrical machine, are
strongly affected by operating temperature, saturation, ski effects and manufactur-
ing tolerance, which deteriorates performance of the FLC [73–7 ]. To remedy these
shortcomings of the FLC, robust control [78], sliding mode control [79], and nonlin-
ear adaptive control (NAC) [65, 66] have been proposed to remov the dependance
of the detailed model of the FLC.
In this chapter, a NAC of PMSG-WT is developed to extract maxium power
from wind power and provide high robustness against system parameter uncertain-
ties, and unknown time-varying wind power inputs. In the design of the NAC, by
defining a lumped perturbation term to present coupling nonli ear dynamics, pa-
rameter uncertainties, and other unknown disturbance, then a perturbation observer
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is designed to estimate the perturbation which is used to compensate the real pertur-
bation and realize an adaptive linearizing of the original nonlinear system, without
requiring the accurate system model and full state measurements, but fully taking
into account of all system nonlinearities, unknown dynamics, and external distur-
bances caused by tower shadow and intermittent wind power inputs.
The remaining parts of this chapter is organized as follows.In Section II, the
model of PMSG-WT is given. In Section III, the nonlinear adaptive control strategy
based on perturbation estimation is recalled. The design ofthe NAC, together with
the FLC, is presented in Section IV. Section V carries out simulation and experiment
studies to verify the performance of the proposed NAC, compared with the VC and
the FLC. Finally, conclusions of this work are presented in Section VI.
2.2 PMSG Based Variable Speed Wind Turbine
The gearless WECS equipped with a PMSG is connected to the powr grid via
full-rate back-to-back voltage source converters. Its configuration block diagram is
shown in Fig. 2.1. Wind energy captured by the WT is transmitted o the direct-
drive PMSG. The PMSG converts the mechanical power to electrical power, then
supplies it to the power grid through a machine-side converter (MSC) and a grid-
side converter (GSC). The MSC is responsible to extract the electric power from
the wind by controlling the mechanical rotation speed and maintaining the required
stator voltage, whereas the GSC has to enable independent control of the active and
reactive power as the grid codes requires and transfer the active power from the
generator to the grid via the DC-link. A DC voltage link decouples the operation
control of the two converters [35].
2.2.1 Aerodynamic Model

















Figure 2.1: Configuration of a PMSG directly driven by a wind turbine
whereρ is the air density,R is the radius of WT,V is the wind speed,Cp is the power
coefficient,β is the pitch angle,λ is the tip speed ratio, andwm is the mechanical

















2.2.2 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator Model
The state-space model of the PMSG shown in Fig. 2.1 is given as:
ẋ = f(x) + g1(x)u1 + g2(x)u2 (2.2.5)
Jian Chen



































x = [imd imq wm]
T,
u = [u1, u2]
T = [Vmd, Vmq]
T ,
y = [y1, y2]
T = [h1(x), h2(x)]
T = [imd, wm]
T
wherex ∈ R3 , u ∈ R2 andy ∈ R2 are state vector, input vector and output vector,
respectively;f(x), g(x) andh(x) are smooth vector fields.Vmd andVmq are the
stator voltages in thed-q axis, imd andimq are the stator currents in thed-q axis,
Rs is the stator resistance,Lmd andLmq ared-q axis stator inductances,Ke is the
permanent magnetic flux given by the magnet,p is the number of pole pairs,Jtot
is the total inertia of the drive train that is equal to the summation of WT inertia
constant and generator inertia constant,B is the friction coefficient of the motor,
we(= pwm) is the electrical generator rotation speed, andTm, Te andTf are the WT
mechanical torque, electromagnetic torque, and static friction torque, respectively.
The electromagnetic torque is expressed as:
Te = p[(Lmd − Lmq)imdimq + imqKe] (2.2.6)
2.2.3 Maximum Power Points Tracking (MPPT) Based Wind Speed
Measurement
To capture the maximum wind power, the power coefficientCp should maintain
its maximum valueCpmax at any wind speed within the operating range.Cpmax is
achieved by maintaining tip speed ratioλ equal to optimal valueλopt and pitch angle
β at a fixed value.
Cpmax = Cp(λopt) (2.2.7)
Jian Chen
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In this chapter, theCp function given in [40] is used, in which the pitch angle is
fixed atβ = 2◦, the optimal tip speed ratio isλopt = 7.3089, andCpmax = 0.402
[40].
2.3 Nonlinear Adaptive Control Based On Perturba-
tion Estimation
The NAC based on a perturbation observer proposed in [62,65]will be recalled
briefly. A multi-input multi-output (MIMO) system is transformed as interacted
subsystems via input/output linearisation at first. Then for each subsystem, a per-
turbation term is defined to include all subsystem nonlineariti s, interactions be-
tween subsystems and uncertainties. A fictitious state is introduced to represent
the perturbation and an extended-order high-gain observeris designed to estimate
the perturbation and other system states, based upon the measurement only. The
estimates of perturbations are used to compensate the real perturbations, then an
adaptive linearisation and decoupled control of the original nonlinear system will be
implemented. Comparing with the parameter estimation investigated in most adap-
tive control schemes, the technique used in the proposed control strategies can be
considered as a function estimation method.
2.3.1 Input-Output Linearisation
Consider a MIMO system
{
ẋ = f(x) + g(x)u
y = h(x)
(2.3.1)
wherex ∈ Rn is the state vector,u ∈ Rm is the control input vector,y ∈ Rm is
the output vector,f(x), g(x) andh(x) are smooth vector fields. The input-output
Jian Chen
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linearisation of a MIMO system is obtained via differentiating the outputyi of the
system until the inputuj appears. Thus, assuming thatri is the smallest integer such












wherey(ri)i is the i
th-order derivative ofyi, LgjL
ri−1
f hi(x) 6= 0 for at least onej.
































































whereB(x) is am × m control gain matrix. IfB(x) is invertible, the FLC of the








































wherevi are new inputs of the system. Now the input-output relationsare given by
y
(ri)
i = vi (2.3.6)
At this point, desired dynamics can be imposed on the system by the new system
inputs.
2.3.2 Perturbation Observer
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whereΨi is the perturbation term,B0 = B(x)|x=x(0) is the nominal control gain.









































For theith subsystem, defining state variables aszi1 = yi, · · · , ziri = y
(ri−1)
i and





















th row of theB0, andB0ij is thei
th row jth column element of the
B0.
For system (2.3.9), several types of perturbation observers, such as sliding mode
observer, high gain observer and linear Luenberger observer, have been proposed
[65]. This chapter picks up high gain observer as an example to show the design
procedure, while other types observers can be designed similarly.
When all states are available, the perturbation is estimated by a second-order
perturbation observer (PO) which use the last stateziri as measurement as follows
{
˙̂ziri = ẑi1 + li1(zi1 − ẑiri) +B0iu
˙̂zi(ri+1) = li2(ziri − ẑiri),
(2.3.10)
whereli1 andli2 are gains of the high gain observer. Throughout this chapter, ẑiri








whereǫi, 0 < ǫi < 1 is a positive constant to be specified and the positive constants
αij , j = 1, 2, are chosen such that the roots of
s2 + αi1s+ αi2 = 0 (2.3.12)
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are in the open left-half complex plan. Throughout this chapter, ẑiri represents the
estimate ofziri .
When the system outputyi = zi1 is available, a(ri+1)th-order states and pertur-














˙̂zi1 = ẑi2 + li1(zi1 − ẑi1)
. . .
˙̂ziri = ẑiri + liri(zi1 − ẑi1) +B0iu
˙̂zi(ri+1) = li(ri+1)(zi1 − ẑi1),
(2.3.13)





, j = 1, · · · , ri + 1 are gains of the high
gain observer,ǫi, 0 < ǫi < 1 is a small positive parameter to be specified to represent
times of the time-dynamics between the observer and the realsystem. Parameters
αij , j = 1, · · · , ri + 1, are chosen such that the roots of
sri+1 + αi1s
ri + · · ·+ αiris+ αi(ri+1) = 0 (2.3.14)
are in the open left-half complex plan.
Using the estimate of perturbation̂Ψi = ẑi(ri+1) to compensate the real system








































wherevi = −Kiẑi is an output feedback when a SPO is designed.Ki = [ki1, · · · , ki(ri−1)]
T
are the linear feedback controller gains which can be determin d via linear system
method.
2.4 NAC Design
This section will present the design of NAC for the PMSG-WT.
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Figure 2.2: Block diagram of nonlinear adaptive controller
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As det[B(x)] = p[Ke+(Lmd−Lmq)imd]
JtotLmdLmq
6= 0 whenKe 6= 0, that is,B(x) is nonsin-









































v1 = ẏ1r + k11e1 (2.4.8)
v2 = ÿ2r + k21ė2 + k22e2 (2.4.9)
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wherev1 andv2 are control of of linear systems,k11, k21 andk22 are gains of linear
controller, y1r and y2r the desired output references. Definee1 = y1r − y1 and
e2 = y2r − y2 as track errors, the error dynamics are
ė1 + k11e1 = 0 (2.4.10)
ë2 + k21ė2 + k22e2 = 0 (2.4.11)











































whereLmd0, Lmq0, Jtot0, Ke0, B01 andB02 are nominal values ofLmd, Lmq, Jtot, Ke, B1(x)
andB2(x), respectively .
Defining the state vectors asz11 = y1, z12 = Ψ1 andz21 = y2, z22 = y
(1)
2 , z23 =
Ψ2, and control variables asu1 = Vmd andu2 = Vmq. The dynamic equations of the




































For sub-systemq1, a second-order PO like (2.3.10) is designed to estimate the
perturbationẑ12 = Ψ̂1; and for sub-systemq2, a third-order SPO like (2.3.13) is
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designed to estimate thêz22 and perturbation̂z23 = Ψ̂2. By using the estimated
perturbation to compensate the real perturbation, controllaws for sub-systemsq1
























v1 = k11(z11r − ẑ11) + ż11r
v2 = z̈21r + k22(z21r − ẑ21)
+k21(ż21r − ẑ22)
(2.4.15)
The final control law represented by physical variables, such as currents, induc-























+k21(ẇmr − ẑ22) + ẅmr − Ψ̂2]
(2.4.16)
Note that the NAC proposed only requires the nominal value ofparameters of
Lmd0, Lmq0,Ke0 andJtot0, and measurements of two output variablesimd andwm.
To clearly illustrate its principle, block diagram of the NAC proposed is shown
in Fig. 2.2.
2.5 Simulation Results
In this thesis, Chapters 2-5 investigate the same test system shown in Fig. 1.2.
They focus on different parts of the WECS. This WECS containsPMSG, WT, a
full-rated back-to-back power electronic converter consists of two VSCs, i.e., MSC
and GSC, DC-link, and power grid. In the WECS, the wind energycaptured by the
WT is converted into mechanical energy. Then the mechanicalenergy is transmitted
to the direct-drive PMSG. The PMSG converts the mechanical power to electrical
Jian Chen
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power, then supplies it to the power grid through a MSC and a GSC. The MSC is
responsible to extract the electric power from the wind by controlling the mechanical
rotation speed and maintaining the required stator voltage, whereas the GSC has
to enable independent control of the active and reactive power as the grid codes
requires and transfer the active power from the generator tothe grid via the DC-
link. A DC voltage link decouples the operation control of the two converters [35].
Chapters 2 and 3 focus on WT, PMSG and MSC of the WECS shown in Fig.
1.3 of the modified manuscript. The GSC, DC-Link and power grid have been
investigated in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5, the whole WECS has been investigated.
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed NAC, simulations studies are carried
out and compared with the VC and FLC. The parameters of a 2-MW PMSG-WT
system give in [40] is used:R=39 m,ρ=1.205kg/m3, rated wind speedVr=12 m/s,
Jtot=10000kg · m2, Ke=136.25V.s/rad, p=11,Lmd=5.5 mH,Lmq=3.75 mH, and
Rs=50µΩ.
Parameters of NACs for subsystemq1 andq2 are designed based on pole-placement
and listed as following:
q1 : observer:α11 = 3.2× 102, α12 = 2.56× 104, ǫ1 = 2× 10−2, which locate all
poles at−1.6×102; controller:k11 = 1.6×101, which is obtained by placing
pole at−1.6× 101.
q2 : observer:α21 = 1.5×103, α22 = 7.5×105, α23 = 1.25×108, ǫ2 = 1×10−3,
which locate all poles at−5×102; controller:k21 = 1×102, k22 = 2.5×103,
which are obtained by placing pole at−5× 101.
Note that FLC uses same controller parameters as the NAC, moreover the FLC
uses the full state feedback and exact parameter. In the NAC design, the value of
the observer’s pole is usually chosen approximately 5 to 10 times of the value of the
controller’s pole.
Jian Chen
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2.5.1 Time-Varying Wind
Ramp-Change Wind
The response of the PMSG to ramp-change wind is shown in Fig. 2.3-2.5. Wind
speed is shown in Fig. 2.3 (a). As shown in Fig. 2.3 (b)-(c), the proposed NAC
provides the best tracking performance of the mechanical rot tion speedwm com-
pared with the VC and FLC when wind speed varies. The maximum relative error
(wm−wmr
wmr
× 100%) is approximately12% by the VC. It can be explained that the VC
is adjusted for a specific operation point of the system and canot ensure a satisfy-
ing dynamic behavior for varying operation points. Although the FLC can provide
a satisfactory tracking performance, the tracking error ofwm still exists. It is be-
cause that the FLC requires the full-state measurements, but the dTm
dt
in (6.3.3) is not
known in the FLC design.
To extract maximum wind power, the power coefficientCp should maintain at
its maximum value. As shown in Fig. 2.3 (d), the maximum powercoefficient
Cpmax can be always achieved by the NAC even though wind varies. It means the
maximum wind power can be extracted by the NAC during varyingwind speed,
but the power coefficientCp cannot always be maintained at its maximum value
by the VC. It needs more time to reachCpmax when wind speed varies. Fig. 2.4
(e) shows the relative tracking error (Cp−Cpmax
Cpmax
× 100%). Under the VC strategy,
the maximum relative error reaches approximately1.7% under varying wind speed.
The FLC almost keeps theCp at its maximum valueCpmax.
As shown in Fig. 2.4 (f),imd can be well tracked by the VC, FLC and NAC.
Fig. 2.4 (h) shows that bigger overshoot and longer recoverytime of voltageVmq
are obtained by the VC comparing with the FLC or NAC. The respon e of active
power and reactive power generated from the PMSG-WT are shown in Fig. 2.5
(i)-(j), respectively. Response of perturbation estimation is shown in Fig. 2.6. The
perturbation can be well estimated to compensate the real perturbation.
Note that the FLC uses the full state feedback exceptdTm
dt
and extract parameters
of the system, but the NAC is without requiring the details ofthe system information
and extract parameters.
Jian Chen
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Figure 2.3: Responses of the PMSG to ramp-change wind. (a) Wind speed V. (b)
Mechanical rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm.
(d) Power coefficientCp.
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Figure 2.4: Responses of the PMSG to ramp-change wind. (e) Relative error of
power coefficientCp. (f) Stator currentimd,q. (g) d-axis stator voltageVmd. (h)
q-axis stator voltageVmq.
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Figure 2.5: Responses of the PMSG to ramp-change wind. (i) Act ve generating
powerPm. (j) Reactive generating powerQm.
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Figure 2.6: Estimate of perturbationψ1,2(x)
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Figure 2.7: Responses of the PMSG to random wind. (a) Wind speed V. (b) Me-
chanical rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm. (d)
Power coefficientCp.
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Figure 2.8: Responses of the PMSG to random wind. (e) Relativerror of power
coefficientCp. (f) Stator currentimd,q. (g) d-axis stator voltageVmd. (h) q-axis stator
voltageVmq.
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Figure 2.9: Responses of the PMSG to random wind. (i) Active generating power
Pm. (j) Reactive generating powerQm.
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Random Wind
The dynamic responses of the PMSG to random wind is shown in Fig. 2.7-2.9.
Random wind speed is shown in Fig. 2.7 (a). From Fig. 2.7 (b) and (c), it can be
seen that when wind speed is time-varying, the VC cannot track optimal mechani-
cal rotation speed referencewmr. The maximum relative error (wm−wmrwmr × 100%) is
approximately10% by the VC. The FLC can achieve much better tracking perfor-
mance than the VC, but maximum relative error (wm−wmr
wmr
× 100%) reaches about
2%. Comparing with the VC and FLC, the NAC can always provide a satisfactory
tracking performance of the mechanical rotation speedwm even under time-varying
wind speed.
When wind speed is below the rated wind speed, the maximum wind power
is achieved by maintainingCp at its maximum valueCpmax. The maximum power
coefficient cannot be obtained by the VC due to time-varying operation points shown
in Fig. 2.7 (d) and 2.8 (e). The FLC keepsCp very close to its maximum value
Cpmax, but Cpmax cannot be achieved. The NAC can always maintain the power




is approximately1.2% by the VC. As shown in Fig. 2.8 (f),imd can be kept around
zero by the VC, FLC and NAC. The dynamic responses of control inputsVmd,q, the
active power and reactive power are shown in Fig. 2.8 (g)-2.9(j), respectively.
2.5.2 Robustness Against Parameter Uncertainties
In the real system, the generator parameters vary due to the operating tempera-
ture variation and saturation effect of the generator. The FLC shows a satisfactory
dynamic performance as exact knowledge of system parameters ar known, which
cannot guarantee the robustness in the presence of parameteuncertainties or dis-
turbances. The NAC can robust against the parameters uncertainties and external
disturbances. In order to examine the robustness of the NAC and FLC, the parame-
ter uncertainties tests have been done. In all simulation tests, wind speed V keeps at
8 m/s.
The system responses to variation of field fluxKe is shown in Fig. 2.10-2.12.
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The variation of field fluxKe is shown in Fig. 2.10 (a). It can be seen from Fig. 2.10
(b) and (c) that, the mechanical rotation speedwm cannot track its optimal reference
wmr under the FLC. The maximum relative error (wm−wmrwmr × 100%) reaches approx-
imately 70%. The maximum power coefficient is achieved by controllingwm to
track its optimal referencewmr. When the optimal referencewmr cannot be tracked,
the power coefficientCp cannot be maintained around maximum valueCpmax. As
shown in Fig. 2.10 (d) and 2.11 (e), the maximum relative error (Cp−Cpmax
Cpmax
× 100%)
is approximately40% under the FLC. The maximum wind power cannot be cap-
tured when the maximum power coefficientCpmax is not obtained. The extracted
wind power has a approximately40% decrement of maximum extracted wind pow-
er under the FLC shown in Fig. 2.11 (h). The maximum relative error ofQm is near
80%.
It can be seen from Fig. 2.10-2.12 that, when the field fluxKe varies, the system
performance under the FLC degrades greatly due to lack of extract parameters. The
NAC almost always have a satisfactory performance and with aconsistent response,
expect that the reactive powerQm is affected by the variation of field fluxKe.
2.5.3 Robustness Against Measurement Noises
The proposed NAC is an output feedback controller and only requi s four mea-
surements, the wind speed V, the d-q-axis stator currentimd,q and mechanical ro-
tation speedwm. However, the FLC needs full-state measurements. To test th
robustness against the measurement noise, the mechanical rotation speedwm has
been injected white noise. The range of white noise added in the measurementwm
is ±1% of realwm value. The wind speed keeps at 8 m/s as shown in Fig. 2.13
(a). It can be seen from Fig. 2.13 (b) that, the mechanical rottion speedwm cannot
track its optimal referencewopt under the FLC, but it is well tracked under the NAC.
The maximum relative error (wm−wmr
wmr
× 100%) reaches approximately10% under
the FLC. Hence, the maximum power coefficientCp cannot keep at its maximum
valueCpmax when the optimal mechanical rotation speed cannot be tracked shown
in Fig. 2.13 (c). Fig. 2.13 (d) shows the response of the d-axis stator currentid.
It can be seen from Fig. 2.13 that, the NAC is almost immune to the white noise
Jian Chen
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Figure 2.10: Responses of the PMSG to constant wind and field flux Ke variation.
(a) Wind speedV . (b) Mechanical rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechan-
ical rotation speedwm. (d) Power coefficientCp.
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Figure 2.11: Responses of the PMSG to constant wind and field flux Ke variation.
(e) Relative error of power coefficientCp. (f) d-axis stator currentimd. (g) Active
powerPm. (g) Relative error of active powerPm.
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Figure 2.12: Responses of the PMSG to constant wind and field flux Ke variation.
(i) Reactive powerQm. (j) Relative error of reactive powerQm.
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in wm measurement, but the injected white noise impacts the FLC performance.
Note that in practice, low-pass filter (LPF) can be applied for removing all these
measurement noises, without impacting on the overall dynamic performance.
2.5.4 Tower Shadow
Tower shadow is one inherent characteristic of wind turbines and produces peri-
odic fluctuations in electrical power output of a wind turbine generator [80]. Tower
shadow describes the redirection of wind due to the tower structu e and produces a
periodic pulse reduction in torque as each blade passes by the tower [80–82]. For
a three bladed turbine, three pulsations in torque occur in one r tation known as
3p effect. This inherent characteristic of wind turbines habeen considered in the
following simulation case study. In this simulation test, wind speed keeps at 8 m/s
measured from anemometer. This measured wind speed is use toobtain optimal
mechanical rotation speedwmr (2.2.8). To emulate the tower shadow, an equivalent
wind speed is given in 2.14 (a), wind speed is reduced by3% every time a blade
passes in front of the tower and the duration of time a blade passes the tower is rep-
resented by an arc of40◦ in one cycle for a three bladed turbine [80]. It can be seen
from 2.14 (b) and (c) that, the mechanical rotation speedwm cannot be well tracked
under the FLC and with a maximum relative error (wm−wmr
wmr
× 100%) reaching ap-
proximately0.5%. This is because that the torque variation due to tower shadow
is not included in the FLC, which cannot provide high robustne s against external
disturbance such as tower shadow. The NAC provides a satisfactory tracking per-
formance ofwm and consistent response. The mechanical torqueTm shows in 2.14
(d).
2.6 Experimental Results
The experiment tests have been done to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
NAC. In hardware implementation, the generator to be controlled is a 5 pole pairs,
250W PMSG with rated 42V input and 5.7A RMS current. It is coupled with a DC
motor which is used to emulate WT (2.2.3,2.2.4). Both the PMSG and DC gen-
Jian Chen
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Figure 2.13: Responses of the PMSG to white noise inwm measurement.
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Figure 2.14: Response to constant wind speed considering tower shadow effect.
(a) Equivalent wind speed V under tower shadow effect. (b) Mechanical rotation
speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm. (d) Tower effect on
mechanical torqueTm.
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Figure 2.15: Experimental setup
erator are driving by an IGBT-based inverter, which is contrlled by PWM signal
produced by DS1104 dSPACE processor board. The dSPACE software can compile
the Simulink control loop to C-code by using MATLAB/Simulink real-time work-
shop (RTW) and then downloads them to DS1104 dSPACE processor board. The
dSPACE processor board is also used to receive the mechanical speed and position
measured by an incremental optical 1000-line encoder, which is synchronized with
the motor shaft. In addition, the measured result of motor state can be displayed
on the dSPACE control desk, and both the reference control targets and controller
parameters can be adjusted in real time. The experimental setup is shown in Fig.
2.15.
In the experiment tests, the parameters of the PMSG-WT system ar R=0.671 m,
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ρ=1.205kg/m3, rated wind speedV =9 m/s,Jtot=1.23×10−3kg·m2,Ke=0.0151V.s/rad,
p=5,Lmd=0.49 mH,Lmq=0.49 mH, andRs=0.19Ω, static friction torqueTf = 0.121
N.m, and theCp function is the same as (2.2.3) and (2.2.4).
Parameters of NACs for subsystemq1 andq2 are designed based on pole-placement
and listed as following:
q1 : observer:α11 = 2×102, α12 = 1×104, ǫ1 = 5×10−2, which locate all poles
at−1 × 102; controller:k11 = 1 × 101, which is obtained by placing pole at
−1× 101.
q2 : observer:α21 = 3×102, α22 = 3×104, α23 = 1×106, ǫ2 = 5×10−2, which
locate all poles at−1 × 102; controller:k21 = 3.2 × 101, k22 = 2.56 × 102,
which are obtained by placing pole at−1.6× 101.
Note that the FLC has not been applied in comparison with the VC and NAC.
For real motors, some parameters may not same as listed on motr nameplate. How-
ever, the FLC requires the accurate system parameters to provide satisfactory per-
formances. The inaccurate parameters may cause deterioration of performance or
failure.
2.6.1 Ramp-Change Wind
Figs. 2.16-2.18 show the responses of the PMSG-WT to ramp-change wind.
It can be seen from Fig. 2.16 (b) and (c), the VC cannot providea satisfactory
tracking performance of the mechanical rotation speedwm as wind speed varies.
The maximum tracking error of thewmreaches approximately25%. Hence, the
power coefficientCp cannot always maintain at maximum value shown in Fig. 2.16
(d). Fig. 2.17 shows the d-axis, q-axis stator voltages (Vmd, Vmq), d-axis, and q-
axis stator currents (imd, imq). The LPF can be used to remove the noises in stator
voltage and current. The mechanical powerPw,active generating powerPm, and
mechanical torqueTm) responses are shown in Fig. 2.18 (a) and (b), respectively.
ThePe is much less than thePm due to consumption power of static friction and
resistance. The states and perturbations can be well estimated shown in Fig. 2.19
and 2.20.
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Figure 2.16: Responses of the WT to ramp-change wind. (a) Wind speed V. (b)
Mechanical rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm.
(d) Power coefficientCp.
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Figure 2.17: Responses of the PMSG to ramp-change wind. (a) d-axis stator voltage
Vmd. (b) q-axis stator voltageVmq. (c) Stator currentimd. (d) Stator currentimq.
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Figure 2.18: Response to ramp-change wind. (a) Mechanical powerPw and active
generating powerPm. (b) Mechanical torqueTm.
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Figure 2.19: Estimates of states and perturbations
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Figure 2.20: Estimates of states and perturbations
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Figure 2.21: Responses of the WT to random wind. (a) Wind speed V. (b) Me-
chanical rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm. (d)
Power coefficientCp.
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Figure 2.22: Responses of the PMSG to random wind. (a) d-axisstator voltageVmd.
(b) q-axis stator voltageVmq. (c) Stator currentimd. (d) Stator currentimq.
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Figure 2.23: Response to random wind. (a) Mechanical powerPw and active gener-
ating powerPm. (b) Mechanical torqueTm.
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Figure 2.24: Estimates of states and perturbations
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In this experiment test case, the random windV is shown in Fig. 6.12 (a). It
can be seen form Figs. 2.21-2.23 that, time-varying wind speed affects the system
performances under the VC. The NAC can provide satisfactorype formances under
time-varying wind speed. Fig. 2.24 and 2.25 shows the statesand perturbations can
be well estimated.
2.7 Conclusions
This chapter has proposed a nonlinear adaptive controller fr PMSG-WT to ex-
tract maximum power from time-varying wind. In the proposedNAC, the perturba-
tion term includes all unknown and time-varying dynamics ofthe PMSG-WT, such
as system parameter uncertainties, original nonlinearitis and uncertain wind power
input, which are estimated in real-time by the designed perturbation observer. The
estimate is involved in the FLC loop of the NAC, which is designed based on a
subsystem structure without requiring the accurate PMSG-WT model and full-state
measurements, and considering all system nonlinearities and interactions. The pro-
posed NAC has overcome the drawback of the VC designed based on one operating
point and the shortcoming of the FLC relying on the full system states and detailed
nonlinear system model. The simulation and experiment results have shown that
the proposed NAC extracts the maximum power from wind, realiz s a satisfactory




Pitch Control of Variable-Pitch
PMSG-based Wind Turbine
3.1 Introduction
To keep the wind turbine (WT) within its design limits in Region 3, blade pitch
and electromagnetic torque control is primarily applied inlimiting the extracted
wind power [83]. As the electromagnetic torque has much faster response than the
mechanical torque, thus the decoupled control between windturbine and generator
can be applied. Above the rated wind speed, for the WT, the control of the me-
chanical rotation speed is applied to achieve the required pitch angle. The extracted
wind power will change only in proportion to mechanical rotation speed when the
mechanical torque is kept constant; thus, extracted wind power regulation is entirely
dependent upon mechanical rotation speed regulation. For the generator, the elec-
tromagnetic torque is required to be maintained at its ratedreference. When the
electromagnetic torque or q-axis stator current and mechani al rotation speed are
well regulated, the constant mechanical torque can be achieved.
Numerous studies designed controllers based on an approximated linear model
and used the linear techniques aim to control pitch angle, such as the convention-
al vector control with proportional-integral (PI) loops [84, 85] and linear quadratic
Gaussian (LQG) [86]. As WT contains the aerodynamic nonlineariti s, the linear
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controller designed based on one one operation point cannotobtain the optimal per-
formance over a time-varying operation conditions. To improve the performance of
the conventional VC and LQG, theH∞ control method has been applied for pitch
control of the WT [87,88]. Feedback linearisation controller (FLC) has been widely
and successfully applied in solving many practical nonlinear problems [35, 45, 89].
In [83], an FLC with an Extended Kalman Filter has been successfully used to con-
trol a FAST model of the WT. In the FLC design, full state information with no noise
are required to be known. Although the FLC provides better performance than the
linear quadratic regulator (LQR) at low wind speeds, no performance enhancements
are seen at high wind speed, due to the effects of model uncertainties. It is because
that the FLC requires the accurate system model [76]. Sliding mode control and
nonlinear adaptive control (NAC) can be used to enhance the performance of the
FLC, which remove the dependance of the detailed model of theFLC .
In this chapter, a nonlinear adaptive controller (NAC) is developed for perma-
nent magnet synchronous generator based WT (PMSG-WT) to limit the extracted
wind power and provide high performance in Region 3. In the designed NAC, it
contains one mechanical rotation speed controller, two stator current controllers.
One third-order states and perturbation observer (SPO), and two second-order per-
turbation observer (PO) are employed to estimate the perturbation including cou-
pling nonlinear dynamics, parameter uncertainties, and other unknown disturbance
of PMSG-WT, to compensate the real perturbation and realisen adaptive linearis-
ing of the PMSG-WT. The proposed NAC improves the robustnessof the feedback
linearisation control (FLC) and remove the dependance of the detailed model of the
FLC and overcomes the shortcoming of the VC designed based one operating point.
The remaining parts of this chapter is organized as follows.In Section II, the
model of the PMSG-WT is presented. The design of the NAC, based on a FLC,
is presented in Section III. Section IV carries out simulation studies to verify the
performance of the proposed NAC, compared with the VC and theFLC. Finally,
conclusions of this work are presented in Section V.
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3.2 Model and Problem Formulation
The state-space model of the PMSG-WT is given as [40]:















































x = [β imd imq wm]
T,
u = [u1, u2, u3]
T = [βr, Vmd, Vmq]
T ,
y = [y1, y2, y3]
T = [h1(x), h2(x), h3(x)]
T = [wm, imd, imq]
T
wherex ∈ R4 , u ∈ R3 andy ∈ R3 are state vector, input vector and output vector,
respectively;f(x), g(x) andh(x) are smooth vector fields.β andβr are pitch angle
and required pitch angle,τβ is the actuator time constant,Vmd andVmq are the stator
voltages in thed-q axis,imd andimq are the stator currents in thed-q axis,Rs is the
stator resistance,Lmd andLmq ared-q axis stator inductances,Ke is the permanent
magnetic flux given by the magnet,p is the number of pole pairs,Jtot is the total
inertia of the drive train that is equal to the summation of WTinertia constant and
generator inertia constant,B is the friction coefficient of the motor,we(= pwm) is
the electrical generator rotation speed, andTm, Te andTfare the WT mechanical
torque, electromagnetic torque and static friction torque, respectively.
The electromagnetic torque is expressed as:
Te = p[(Lmd − Lmq)imdimq + imqKe] (3.2.2)
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Figure 3.1: Brief overall control structure of the PMSG-WT
3.2.1 Pitch Control
To maintain the extracted wind power at rated power in Region3, it requires
the corresponding pitch angle should be achieved, which in turn requires both the
mechanical rotation speedwm and the mechanical torqueTm should be kept at their
rated values, respectively. The rated mechanical torqueTm is achieved when the
electromagnetic torqueTe can track its rated referenceTer and thewm is kept at it
rated value. It can be seen from (3.2.2) that, the electromagnetic torqueTe can be
maintained atTer if the q-axis stator currentimq can track its rated referenceimqr
andimd is kept at 0.
The brief overall control scheme is shown in Fig. 3.1. As can be seen, the control
scheme consists three controllers: the blade pitch controller and two stator current
controllers.
3.3 NAC Design
This section will present the design of NAC for the PMSG-WT based on the
feedback linearisation.
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3.3.1 NAC Design of WT Pitch Control







(Ṫm − Ṫe)) (3.3.1)
As the electromagnetic torque has much faster response thanthe mechanical














































E = (39.27− 319τ + 1.1β)e−12.5τ










is not included in the FLC design, which cannot be measured directly.
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] 6= 0 whenV 6= 0 and
β 6= 0, that is,B(x) is nonsingular for all nominal operation points. Thus, the FLC
controller is obtained as
u1 = B1(x)
−1(−F1(x) + v1) (3.3.6)
And the original system is linearized as
y
(2)
1 = v1 (3.3.7)
v1 = ÿ1r + k11ė1 + k12e1 (3.3.8)
wherev1 is control of of linear systems,k11 andk12 are gains of linear controller,y1r
is the desired output reference, ande1 = y1r − y1 as track errors. The error dynamic
is
ë1 + k11ė1 + k12e1 = 0 (3.3.9)
















whereB1(0) is nominal value ofB1(x).
Defining the state vectors asz11 = y1, z12 = y
(1)
1 , z13 = Ψ1, and control variable










ż12 = Ψ1(x) +B1(0)u1
z11 = y1
, (3.3.11)
For sub-systemq1, a third-order SPO like (2.3.13) is designed to estimate theẑ12
and perturbation̂z13 = Ψ̂2. By using the estimated perturbation to compensate the
real perturbation, control laws for sub-systemq1 can be obtained as following:
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u1 = B1(0)
−1(−ẑ13 + v1) (3.3.12)
wherev1 is defined as
v1 = z̈11r + k12(z11r − ẑ11) + k11(ż11r − ẑ12) (3.3.13)
3.3.2 NAC Design of PMSG




















































As det[B2(x)] = p[Ke+(Lmd−Lmq)imd]
JtotLmdLmq
6= 0 whenKe 6= 0, that is,B(x) is nonsin-
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v2 = ẏ2r + k21e2 (3.3.22)
v3 = ẏ3r + k31e3 (3.3.23)
wherev2 andv3 are control of of linear systems,k21 andk31 are gains of linear
controller, y2r and y3r the desired output references. Definee2 = y2r − y2 and
e3 = y3r − y3 as track errors, the error dynamics are
ė2 + k21e2 = 0 (3.3.24)
ė3 + k31e3 = 0 (3.3.25)










































whereLmd0 andLmq0,B2(0) andB3(0) are nominal values ofLmd, Lmq,B2(x) and
B3(x), respectively .
Defining the state vectors asz21 = y2, z22 = Ψ2 andz31 = y3, z32 = y
(3)
2 , z33 =
Ψ3, and control variables asu2 = Vmd andu3 = Vmq. The dynamic equations of the
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For sub-systemq2, a second-order PO like (2.3.10) is designed to estimate the
perturbationẑ22 = Ψ̂2; and for sub-systemq3, a second-order PO like (2.3.10) is
designed to estimate the perturbationẑ32 = Ψ̂3. By using the estimated perturbation

















wherev2,3 is defined as
{
v2 = k21(z21r − ẑ21) + ż21r
v3 = k31(z31r − ẑ31) + ż31r
(3.3.29)
The final control law represented by physical variables, such as currents, induc-
tance, total inertia,field flux and mechanical rotation speed, are given as following:
{
u2 = Lmd0[k21(imdr − imd) + i̇mdr − Ψ̂2]
u3 = Lmq0[k31(imqr − imq) + i̇mqr − Ψ̂3]
(3.3.30)
Note that the NAC proposed only requires the nominal value ofparameters of
Lmd0, Lmq0, and measurements of two output variablesimd andimq.
To clearly illustrate its principle, block diagram of the NAC proposed is shown
in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Block diagram of nonlinear adaptive controller
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3.4 Simulation Results
To verify the effectiveness of the proposed NAC, simulations studies have been
carried out. A 2-MW PMSG-WT given in Chapter 2 is investigated. The parame-
ters of the PMSG-WT system areτβ=1 s, pitch angle rateβrate=±10 degree/s,R=39
m, ρ=1.205kg/m3, rated wind speedVr=12 m/s,Jtot=10000kg · m2, Ke=136.25
V.s/rad, p=11,Lmd=5.5 mH,Lmq=3.75 mH, andRs=50 µΩ. In this chapter, the
mechanical rotation speed rated reference iswmr = 2.2489rad/s, The d-axis s-
tator current referenceimdr is 0 A. The rated electromagnetic torque reference is
Ter = 889326.7Nm. According to (3.2.2), the q-axis stator current referenceimqr is
593.3789 A.
Parameters of NACs for subsystemsq1, q2, andq3 are designed based on pole-
placement and listed as following:
q1 : observer:α11 = 5×101,α12 = 1.875×103,α13 = 1.5625×104, ǫ1 = 2×10−1,
which locate all poles at−2.5×101; controller:k12 = 4×102, k11 = 4×101,
which are obtained by placing pole at−2× 101.
q2 : observer:α21 = 4×102, α22 = 4×104, ǫ2 = 1×10−1, which locate all poles
at−2× 102; controller:k21 = 1.6× 102, which is obtained by placing pole at
−1.6× 102.
q3 : observer:α31 = 4×102, α32 = 4×104, ǫ3 = 1×10−1, which locate all poles
at−2× 102; controller:k31 = 1.6× 102, which is obtained by placing pole at
−1.6× 102.
Note that FLC uses same controller parameters as the NAC for all th ee subsys-
tems. Moreover, the FLC uses the full state feedback and the exact parameters.
3.4.1 Ramp-Change Wind
The responses of the PMSG-WT to ramp-change wind is shown in Fig. 3.3 and
3.4. Wind speed is shown in Fig. 3.3 (a). As shown in Figs. 3.3 (b) and (c), the
proposed NAC provides the best tracking performance of the mechanical rotation
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Figure 3.3: Responses of the WT to ramp-change wind. (a) Windspeed V. (b)
Mechanical rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm.
(d) Pitch angle reference.
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Figure 3.4: Responses of the WT to ramp-change wind. (e) Power coefficientCp.
(f) Mechanical powerPw. (g) Active generating powerPm. (h) Reactive generating
powerQm.
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Figure 3.5: Estimates of states and perturbations
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Figure 3.6: Estimates of states and perturbations
speedwm compared with the VC and FLC when wind speed varies. The VC hasthe
biggest tracking error and requires longest recovery time.It can be explained that
the VC is adjusted for a specific operation point of the systemand cannot ensure
a satisfying dynamic behavior for varying operation points. Although the FLC can
provide a satisfactory tracking performance, the trackingerror ofwm still exists. It
is because that the FLC requires the full-state measurements, but thedV
dt
in (3.3.1)
is not known in the FLC design. To maintain the extracted windpower at the rated
power, the pitch angleβr will change with the varying wind speed, as shown in Fig.
3.3 (d). Fig. 3.4 (e) shows the response of the power coefficientCp to ramp-change
wind. The extracted wind power can be maintained at the ratedvalue by the NAC
even when wind speed varies, that both the VC and FLC cannot provide shown in
Fig. 3.4 (f). The active generating powerPm and reactive generating powerQm of
the PMSG are shown in Fig. 3.4 (g) and (h), respectively.
During the whole operating period, the NAC can always keep consistent re-
sponses ofPm andQm. The performances of the VC and FLC are affected by the
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Figure 3.7: Responses of the PMSG-WT to random wind. (a) Windspeed V. (b)
Mechanical rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm.
(d) Pitch angle reference.
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Figure 3.8: Responses of the PMSG-WT to random wind. (e) Power coefficientCp.
(f) Mechanical powerPw. (g) Active generating powerPm. (h) Reactive generating
powerQm.
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Figure 3.9: Estimates of states and perturbations
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Figure 3.10: Estimates of states and perturbations
varying wind speed. Note that the FLC uses the full state feedback exceptdV
dt
and
extract parameters of the system, but the NAC is without requi ing the details of the
system information and extract parameters.
The estimates of the states and perturbations are shown in Fig. 3.5 and 3.6. It
can be seen from Fig. 3.5 and 3.6 that, both the states and perturbations can be well
estimated by the observers. The estimated perturbations includi g nonlinearities,
uncertainties and disturbance are used for compensation ofthe real perturbation.
3.4.2 Random Wind
The responses of the WT to random wind is shown in Fig. 3.7 and 3.8. Wind
speed is shown in Fig. 3.7 (a). When wind speed is time-varying, both the VC and
FLC cannot provide satisfactory tracking performances of the mechanical rotation
speedwm shown in Fig. 3.7 (b). The NAC keepswm around rated mechanical ro-
tation speed. Fig. 3.8 (f) shows that the NAC almost maintainthe extracted wind
power at rated value, that the VC and FLC cannot achieve. During the whole oper-
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ating period, the NAC can always keep consistent responses of Pm andQm shown in
Fig. 3.8 (g) and (h). The performances of the VC and FLC are affected by the vary-
ing wind speed. The estimates of the states and perturbations are shown in Fig. 3.9
and 3.10. It can be seen from Fig. 3.9 and 3.10 that, both the stat s and perturbations
can be well estimated by the observers.
3.5 Conclusions
This chapter has proposed a nonlinear adaptive pitch controller f r PMSG-WT
to limit the extracted power from time-varying wind in Region 3. The proposed
NAC has overcome the drawback of the VC designed based one operating point and
the shortcoming of the FLC relying on the full system states and detailed nonlin-
ear system model. The simulation results have shown that theproposed NAC can
limit the extracted wind power in Region 3, and realize a satisf ctory dynamic per-
formance without requiring accurate PMSG-WT model, parameters and full-state




Capability of a Full-Rated Converter
Based Wind-Turbine
4.1 Introduction
To enable the reliable integration of large capacity of windpower, most of the
current power grid codes require that a wind power generation system (WECS) must
have fault ride-through capability (FRTC) or low-voltage ride-through capability
(LVRTC) [20–24]. When many wind turbines disconnect with the power grid un-
der grid voltage dips, it may result in more serious fault, oreven cause the grid
to collapse. The FRTC enables WECSs to remain connected withthe power grid
during and after grid faults, or undergoing voltage dips dueto load disturbances,
and to provide active/reactive power control to the power grid [25]. In addition,
the wind turbine and generator can still operate normally toextract wind power and
generate active/reactive power, respectively, under gridvoltage dips if no new con-
trol strategy has been applied in controlling wind turbine or generator. The Irish
grid code, as shown in Fig. 4.1, is adopted as an example to demnstrate a typi-
cal FRTC requirement [35]. Permanent magnet synchronous generator based wind














Figure 4.1: Fault ride-through requirements of wind farms adopted by the Irish grid
code
(VSC) and a step-up transformer, as shown in Fig. 1.2. It has been widely used,
especially for offshore wind farms due to merits such as no gearbox, self excitation,
high efficiency and low noise. As the VSC decouples dynamics of the generator and
the grid, the FRTC of the PMSG-WT mainly depends on the control and operation
of the grid-side converter (GSC) [29,30].
The FRTC of WPGSs can be enhanced by installing additional protection de-
vices, such as a rectifier-boost damping resistor for protecti n of the DC-link volt-
age [26], active crowbars installed to protect the machine-s d converter of the
PMSG [27] and the rotor-side converter of the doubly fed induction generator (D-
FIG) [28]. Using the extra device increases the cost of the whole system. Another
effective alternative to enhance the FRTC of WPGSs is to redesign or improve the
control algorithms applied on the VSCs, which can avoid installation of additional e-
quipment and allow reduction of the power rating of the protection devices [29–35].
In addition, modification converter topology, such as neutral point clamped con-
verters controlled by symmetrical components based vectorcurrent controller, have
been presented [25,90]. When the grid-voltage sags happen during the operation of
PMSG, a conventional vector controller (VC) with proportional-integral (PI) loops
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cannot limit the inrush grid-side current and the DC-link voltage within their safe
boundaries and thus will damage converters or other power electronic devices [91].
This is partly because the conventional VCs are derived fromthe steady-state op-
erating conditions of the WECS and the PI loops are tuned specially based on one
operation point, both of which make them incapable of dealing with faulty condi-
tions which are far away from the designed point and have strong transient nature.
Thus it is a challenging task to tune the parameters of VC to provide a consistent
performance over a wide range of operating conditions [92].
Feedback linearising control (FLC) has been applied to improve the FRTC of a
full-rated converter based wind turbine by controlling theGSC [35]. By designing
a state transformation and a nonlinear feedback control law, a nonlinear system is
transformed into a fully or partially decoupled linear one,then powerful linear tech-
niques are used to complete the control design [77]. The FLC can provide a glob-
al optimal controller covering the whole operation region and greatly improve the
FRTC, as it takes into account the system nonlinearities. However, the FLC requires
the accurate system model and will result in a complex control law and a weak ro-
bustness to parameter uncertainties and external disturbances [73,76,93,94]. On the
other hand, most FLC controllers require full states feedback and many measured
variables to calculate the nonlinear controller [29, 30]. To improve the robustness
of the FLC, several methodologies have been proposed, such asliding mode con-
troller [29, 95, 96] and a FLC based on revised control output[91]. All these work
assumed that the generator output can be reduced simultaneously and proportional-
ly to the drop of the grid voltage. Moreover, most of them havenot considered the
machine-side dynamics during the test of different voltagedips.
This chapter is closely related with the FLC reported in [35]. The designed
NAC improves the robustness and reduces the controller complexity of the FLC by
removing the requirement of a detailed model and full state feedback, and provides
adaptivity for time-varying parameter uncertainties and external disturbances. The
NAC proposed will be compared with the FLC and the VC in simulation studies
under different situations. The NAC methodology is based onthe author’s previ-
ous work which has been proposed to improve the robustness ofthe FLC against
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parameter uncertainties and external disturbances and remove the dependance of
the detailed model of the FLC. The FLC has been applied successfully in power
systems [65, 97, 98]. The NAC defines a lumped perturbation term o include cou-
pling nonlinear dynamics, model uncertainties and other unknown disturbances. It
then designs a perturbation observer to estimate the perturbation which is used to
compensate the real perturbation and realize an adaptive linearizing of the original
nonlinear system, without requiring the accurate system model and full-state mea-
surements, and still considering all system nonlinearities and unknown time-varying
dynamics, such as grid faults and intermittent wind power inputs.
The remaining parts of this chapter are organized as follows. Section II presents
system model and problem formulation. In Section III, the nonlinear adaptive con-
trol based on perturbation estimation is recalled. The design of NAC, based on an
FLC, is presented in Section IV. Section V carries out simulation studies to verify
the performance of the proposed NAC, compared with the VC andthe FLC. Section
VI presents the conclusions of this work.
4.2 Problem Formulation
Fig. 1.2 shows the detailed scheme of a PMSG-WT connecting tothe grid via a
back-to-back VSC. The output power of the generator is controlled by the machine-
side VSC, while the grid-side VSC is responsible for delivering active power to the
grid via the DC-link and maintaining the DC-link voltage. Two VSCs are controlled
separately and the dynamic of the PMSG-WT and the power grid is decoupled via
the DC-link. As the FRTC of the WECS mainly relies on the contrl of the grid-side
VSC and the DC-link, the detailed model of the machine-side VSC, the generator
and the WT has not presented in this chapter. Moreover, the machine-side dynamic
is simplified as a controlled current source, assuming that te DC-link voltage is
maintained as a constant. The time-varying active power output of the generator
due to the change of wind power input is simulated by varying the machine-side DC
currentidc2. Note that to fully investigate the impact of the machine-side dynamic
against to the FRTC, the detailed model and dynamic of the machine-side should be
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considered together with that of the grid-side VSC.
When there are voltage dips caused by grid faults or load disturbances, the DC-
link voltage and the grid-side current of the GSC will increas sharply and may
exceed their safe boundaries. Another disturbance is the variable active power gen-
erated from the wind turbine due to the variable wind power inputs. The objective
of this chapter is to design an NAC controller for the GSC to improve the LVRTC
of the WECS, i.e., reducing the magnitude and variation of the grid-side current
and DC-link voltage and limiting them within their safe boundaries, under grid-side
voltage dips and the variable wind power inputs.
Under symmetrical operation voltage and synchronously rotatingd-q reference
frame, state-space model of the grid-side VSC and the DC-link capacitor of the
WECS can be obtained as [35]




































x = [igd igq Vdc]
T,
u = [u1, u2]
T = [Vgd, Vgq]
T ,
y = [y1, y2]
T = [h1(x), h2(x)]
T = [igq, Vdc]
T
wherex ∈ R3, u ∈ R2 and y ∈ R2 are state vector, input vector and output
vector, respectively;f(x), g(x) and h(x) are smooth vector fields.(Egd, Egq),
(Vgd, Vgq) and(igd, igq) ared-axis andq-axis components of three-phase grid volt-
age(Ea, Eb, Ec), three-phase GSC voltage(Va, Vb, Vc) and three-phase grid current
(ia, ib, ic) respectively,Rg andLg are equivalent resistance and inductance between
GSC and the high voltage terminals of the grid-connected transformer,C is DC-link
capacitor andw is angular speed of grid voltage,idc1 is the grid-side DC-link cur-
rent,idc2 is the machine-side DC-link current,idc is the capacitor current, andVdc is
DC-link capacitor voltage. Note that thed-axis of the synchronous rotating frame
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States and Perturbation Observer 1
(4.3.10)











Figure 4.2: Block diagram of nonlinear adaptive controller
is aligned with the grid voltage vector, which result inEgq = 0 andEgd = E (peak
value of the grid voltage).
4.3 NAC Based Controllers Design
This section will present the design of NAC for the grid-sideVSC. Following the
procedure described in Section 2.3, input/output linearisation of the system (4.2.1)













































































As det[B(x)] = 3Egd
2CVdcL2g
6= 0 whenEgd 6= 0, that is,B(x) is nonsingular for all
















Note FLC controller (4.3.6) is the one proposed in [35], which inlcudes dynamics
of Ede, idc2 andi̇dc2.











v1 = ẏ1r + k11e1 (4.3.8)
v2 = ÿ2r + k21ė2 + k22e2 (4.3.9)
wherev1 andv2 are inputs of linear systems,k11, k21 andk22 are gains of linear
controller, y1r and y2r are the desired output references, ande1 = y1r − y1 and
e2 = y2r − y2 as track errors, the error dynamics are
ė1 + k11e1 = 0 (4.3.10)
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ë2 + k21ė2 + k22e2 = 0 (4.3.11)









































whereCg0 andLg0 are nominal values ofC andL respectively, andB01 andB02 are
nominal control gains. Here we assumeEgd is measurable.
Defining the state variables asz11 = y1, z12 = Ψ1; z21 = y2, z22 = y
(1)
2 , z23 =







































For sub-systemsq1 andq2, one second-order SPO and one third-order SPO like
(6.3.12) are designed to estimate the perturbationsẑ12 = Ψ̂1, ẑ23 = Ψ̂2, and states
ẑ11, ẑ21 andẑ22. By using the estimated perturbations to compensate the real pertur-










v1 = k11(z11r − z11) + ż11r
(4.3.14)
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v2 = z̈21r + k22(z21r − z21)
+k21(ż21r − ẑ22)
(4.3.15)
The final control law represented by physical variables, such as voltages, cur-











[−Ψ̂2 + k22(Vdcr − Vdc)
+k21(V̇dcr − ẑ22) + V̈dcr]
u2 = −Lg0[−Ψ̂1 + k11(igqr − igq) + i̇gqr]
(4.3.16)
Note that the NAC proposed only requires the nominal value ofparameters of
Lg0 andC0, measurements of two output variablesigq andVdc, and the grid voltage
Egd. It is worth noting that performance is only degraded slighty when the mea-
surement of the grid voltageEgd is replaced by its nominal valueEgd, which can
be demonstrated in the simulation studies. This further reduc s the requirement of
measurements of the NAC.
To clearly illustrate the principle of the proposed NAC, a block diagram is shown
in Fig. 4.2.
4.4 Simulation Results
Simulation studies are carried out to test the improvement of FRTC provided
by the proposed NAC, comparing with the VC and FLC. A 1-MW variable-speed
WT connected with a transformer rated at 1.2 MVA given in [35]is used, which is
conceived to step-up voltage of 690 V to the grid voltage of 110 KV. The transformer
is represented as an ideal transformer with a series resistorRg = 1.98× 10−3 Ω and
inductorLg = 6.31 × 10−5 H at the low voltage side of the transformer. The dc-
link capacitor value isC = 0.1340 F. Some grid codes, such as in Irish and UK,
require that the WECS should export the active power to the grid in proportion
to the retained grid voltage level, to prevent the grid-sideVSC from damaging by
the large inrush current caused by the voltage sags [23], [24]. Thus the machine-
side DC-link currentidc2 is assumed to be reduced at the same time when the grid
Jian Chen
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voltage is reduced [35]. Based on the power balance equation(4.2.1) and assuming





The rated operating condition of the WECS is:Vdc(0) = 1050 V, Egd(0) = 690 V,
igd(0) = −966.18 A and igq(0) = 0. Based on this rating condition, the maximum
step ofidc2 corresponding to the maximum expected change in the machine-side
DC-link current for this drive rating is−1000 A. To limit the rate of the disturbance,
the step change of theidc2 is smoothed via a low-pass filter during the simulation
study.
Parameters of NACs for subsystemq1 andq2 are designed based on pole-placement
and listed as following:
q1 : observer:α11 = 1.6 × 104, α12 = 6.4 × 107, ǫ1 = 1 × 10−2; controller:
k11 = 1.6× 10
3.
q2 : observer:α21 = 6 × 103, α22 = 1.2 × 107, α23 = 8 × 109, ǫ2 = 1 × 10−2;
controller:k21 = 8.5× 102, k22 = 3× 105.
Note that FLC uses same controller parameters as the NAC, andboth VC and FLC
use same parameters as reported in [35].
4.4.1 Fault Ride-Through Capability
FRTC of the WECS with NAC is tested at different reduced grid voltage levels
and corresponding step disturbancesidc2. In each case, the grid voltage is set at
different levels and kept at that level for the whole test period, then a step disturbance
idc2 is calculated via equation (4.4.1) and applied att = 20 ms.
Responses of different controllers to15% of nominal grid voltage and a−150 A
step disturbanceidc2 are shown in Fig. 4.3. From Fig. 4.3, FLC and NAC can reach
their steady states within 10 ms and VC cannot damp the oscillations even after 120
ms, while their control efforts are almost same, as shown in Fig. 4.3. Response of
perturbation estimation is shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Figure 4.3: Responses to15% nominal grid voltage and−150 A step perturbation
in the DC-link currentidc2
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Figure 4.4: Estimate of perturbationΨ1,2(x) at 15% nominal grid voltage level and
−150 A step perturbation in the DC-link currentidc2
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Figure 4.5: Response of grid currentigd to different grid voltage levels and corre-
sponding step disturbances of machine side DC-link currentidc2
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Figure 4.6: Peak magnitudeigd (in pu) to different grid voltage levels and corre-
sponding step disturbances of machine side DC-link currentidc2
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Figure 4.7: Response of DC-link VoltageVdc to different grid voltage levels and
corresponding step disturbances of machine side DC-link currentidc2
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Responses to different grid voltage levels reducing from100% to 15% of its
nominal, including grid currentigd and its peak magnitude, and DC-link voltage
Vdc, are shown in Fig. 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7, respectively. Note that te nominal peak
magnitudes ofid of three controllers are different.
As shown in Fig. 4.5, the response ofigd provided by VC degrades significantly
when the grid voltage level is reduced from100% to 15% of the nominal, with an
increase of peak value of|igd| from 1200 A to 1400 A. Both FLC and NAC can
provide a consistent transient response ofigd for varying grid voltage levels, and
smaller overshoot and faster transient response comparingwith the VC. As shown
in Fig. 4.6, the peak value of|igd| is increased by approximately20% under the
VC, while FLC and NAC can almost have the peak value of|igd| unchanged. Fig.
4.7 shows that the dynamic of DC-link voltageVdc by VC has bigger deviation
and longer transient period than FLC and NAC which result in almost consistent
transient dynamic.
This is because the VC is designed based on one operation point and ot capable
of providing optimal performance for varying operation points [35]. Both the FLC
and the NAC can achieve satisfactory performance at different grid voltage levels as
the nonlinear dynamics caused by variation of operation poits and external distur-
bances have been compensated. The FLC can almost keep the peak value of |igd|
unchanged, and the decrease is less than0.5%. The peak value of|igd| is little af-
fected by the varying grid voltage levels under the NAC. The peak of|igd| decreases
by approximately2%. The FLC behaves a little better than the NAC because the
NAC relies on state and perturbation observer which has estimation error. However,
the FLC is based on full state feedback and accurate system model, the NAC only
employs the output feedback and does not require the detailed system model.
4.4.2 Robustness Against Parameter Uncertainties
When there is a fault in the transmission or distribution grid, the resistanceRg
and inductanceLg values of the grid may change significantly [35]. Several simula-
tions are performed for plant-model mismatches ofR andL with ±20% uncertain-
ties. All tests are under15% of nominal grid voltage and a corresponding−150 A
Jian Chen
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Figure 4.8: The peak currentigd (in pu) to a−150 A step change in the DC-link
currentidc2 and a15% nominal grid voltage for plant-model mismatches in the range
of ±20% (one parameter changes and others keep constant)
step disturbanceidc2 at 0.02 s.
As shown in Fig. 4.8, the peak grid current|igd| (in pu) controlled by NAC is
almost not affected, while FLC results in small range of variation, i.e., less than
0.5% toR and2% to L, respectively. Responses to mismatch ofL andR changing
at the same time are shown in Fig. 4.9. The magnitude of|igd| changes around
3% under the FLC and almost does not change under the NAC. This isbecause the
proposed NAC estimates all uncertainties and does not need the accurate system
model and thus has better robustness than FLC which requiresan accurate system
model.
4.4.3 Robustness Against Measurements Noises
The proposed NAC is an output feedback controller and only needs three mea-
surements, the DC-link voltageVdc, grid-voltageEgd and q-axis grid currentiq.
However, FLC requires all state variables and other measurements to calculate the
system nonlinearities. To test the robustness against the measurement noise, white
Jian Chen











































Figure 4.9: The peak currentigd (in pu) to a−150.7 A in the DC-link currentidc2
at 15% nominal grid voltage for plant-model mismatches in the range of ±20%
(different parameters may change at the same time)
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Figure 4.10: Response to−1000 A maximum step change of the DC-link current
idc2 at nominal grid voltageEgd andEgd with ±2% white noise of nominal grid
voltage
noise of±2% of nominal grid voltage has been injected intoEgd andEgq, respec-
tively. As shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11, the performance of the NAC is not
affected by the noise in the measurement of grid voltage, butthe performance of
the FLC has been degraded greatly. It is worth noting that thegrid voltage only
contributes to the control gain of the NAC, the measurement of the grid voltage
Egd could be further replaced by its nominal value, which can further reduce one
measurement. Similar results can be obtained by injecting noise intoidc2.
4.4.4 Robustness Against Machine-Side Disturbances
Above simulation studies are carried out to test the start-up process of the wind
turbine, i.e., the WECS is operated under different grid voltage levels with zero
Jian Chen
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Figure 4.11: Response to−1000 A maximum step change of the DC-link current
idc2 at nominal grid voltageEgd andEgq with ±2% white noise of nominal grid
voltage
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output power and then the maximum expected power injection fr m the WECS is
applied according to reduced grid voltage level, as used in [29,35]. However, during
the normal operating condition, the grid voltage dips can occur at any time and the
machine-side output power (idc2) cannot be reduced simultaneously due to the slow
behavior of wind turbine in change of its generation output.Several measures, in-
cluding change of the operation mode or installation of additional hardware devices,
can be used to improve the FRTC via consuming the energy and thus accelerating
the reduction of the active power output of the WECS during the voltage dips, such
as dissipating via braking chopper, or storing in the inertia of the WECS and addi-
tional energy storage devices [25], [99], [100].
To test performance of the proposed NAC considering the impact of the slow
dynamic of the wind turbine output, the following six test cases are designed: 1)
idc2 is reduced after15 ms; 2)idc2 will not be reduced; 3)idc2 will be reduced based
on a real GE wind turbine with ramp rate 0.45 p.u./sec [101]; 4) idc2 is set as−600+
50sin(20t) A; 5) idc2 will be increased at the same time; 6)idc2 will be changed after
15 ms and based on a real GE wind turbine with ramp rate 0.45p.u./sec.
The first test case is set as: the grid voltageEgd dips from 690 V to 414 V at 0.02
s and the DC-link currentidc2 increases from -1000 A to -600 A after15 ms delay.
This 15 ms time delay is introduced to simulate the response tim of the WECS
after detecting the grid fault and taking actions, assumingadditional measures such
as braking chopper or energy storage [25], [99], [100]. Fig.4.12 shows that larger
overshoots and longer recovery time of current and voltage are obtained by the VC
comparing with the FLC or NAC, and that the NAC obtains the best p rformance.
In the second case, it is assumed that the output of the WECS will not be reduced
during the period of voltage dips. The test case is set as: thegrid voltage dips from
690 V to 103.5 V (0.15pu) at 0.02 s and the dc-link currentidc2 keeps at -1000 A.
From Fig. 4.13, it can be seen that the NAC can obtain smaller current and voltage
overshoots and shorter recovery time than the FLC, while theVC cannot maintain a
stable current and voltage response.
The third case simulates a real GE wind turbine with power ramp rate 0.45
p.u./sec [101] and is set as follows. The grid voltageEgd reduces from 690 V to
Jian Chen
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Figure 4.12: Transient response to the grid voltageEgd dipping from 690 V to 414
V at 0.02 s and the DC-link currentidc2 increases from -1000 A to -600 A after 15
ms delay











































Figure 4.13: Transient response to the grid voltage dips from 690 V to 103.5 V at
the 0.02 s and the dc-link currentidc2 keeps at -1000 A
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552 V (0.8pu) at 0.02 s and stay at 552 V for 600ms, and then recovers from 552 V
to 690 V at 0.62 s. The DC-link currentidc2 is changed based on the ramp rate limit
0.45 p.u./sec: increasing from -1000 A at 0.02 s to -800A at 0.465 s, then decreas-
ing from -800 A at 0.62 to -1000 A at 1.065 s. It can be seen from Fig. 4.14 that
the NAC has the lowest current and voltage overshoots and shorte t recovery time
comparing the VC and the FLC.
The fourth case is to test the fluctuation of the input wind power by injectingidc2
as−600 + 50sin(20t) A and reducingEgd from 690 V to 414 V at 0.02 s. Note
that no control action is assumed to be taken at the machine side to reduce the active
power output during the grid voltage dips. From Fig. 4.15(a), it can be seen that both
the FLC and the NAC have smaller current and voltage overshoot comparing with
the VC. A constant DC-link voltageVdc is critical for both grid-side and machine-
side converters, but theVdc cannot be kept constant and without oscillation during
the whole period of test under the VC.
The worst case is that the machine-side power injection may rise at the instant of
grid voltage dips, due to the intermittent wind power. In thecase five, the grid volt-
ageEgd dips from 690 V to 414 V at 0.02 s, but the DC-link currentidc2 increases
from -600 A to -700 A at the same time. This case is to simulate asudden increment
of the wind speed at the same instant of the grid voltage dips.The simulation results
are shown in Fig. 4.16, it can be seen that both the FLC and NAC achieve a satis-
factory performance. Compared with the FLC and NAC, larger cur ent and voltage
overshoots and slower transient responses are obtained by the VC.
To test the transient performance when grid voltage sags appears and disappears,
the sixth test case is set as: the grid voltageEgd dips from 690 V to 414 V at 0.02
s, lasts for 0.05s and then increases from 414 V to 690 V at 0.07s, and the DC-link
currentidc2 increases from -1000 A to -600 A at 0.035 s, then decreases from -600 A
to -1000 A at 0.085 s. The 15 ms delay is introduced to simulatethe response time
of the WECS corresponding to the fault, assuming additionaldevices installed for
dissipating or storing the energy of the WECS. Note that thiscase is similar to the
third case in which a real power ramp rate is considered. Fig.4.17 shows that larger
overshoots and longer recovery time of current and voltage are obtained by the VC
Jian Chen
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Figure 4.14: Transient response to the grid voltageEgd dipping from 690 V to 552
V at 0.02 s, then increasing from 552 V to 690 V at 0.62 s, and theDC-link current
idc2 increases from -1000 A at 0.02 s to -800A at 0.465 s, then decreases from -800
A at 0.62 to -1000 A at 1.065 s
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Figure 4.15: Transient response to a−600 + 50sin(20t) A dc-link currentidc2 is
−600+50sin(20t) A and the grid voltageEgd dipping from 690 V to 414 V at 0.02
s




































Figure 4.16: Transient response to the grid voltageEgd dipping from 690 V to 414
V at 0.02 s, and the DC-link currentidc2 increasing from -600 A to -700 A at the
same time.
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Figure 4.17: Transient response to the grid voltageEgd dipping from 690 V to 414
V at 0.02 s, then increasing from 414 V to 690 V at 0.07 s, and theDC-link current
idc2 increases from -1000 A to -600A at 0.035 s, then decreases from -600 A to
-1000 A at 0.085 s
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comparing with the FLC or the NACand the NAC obtains the best prformance.
4.5 Conclusions
This chapter has investigated a novel NAC for the grid-side converter to improve
the FRTC of a full-rated converter based variable-speed winturbine. The proposed
NAC adopts a state and perturbation observer to obtain real-time estimates of system
states and perturbations, which include all uncertaintiesand time-varying nonlinear-
ities and external disturbances, especially the dynamics cau ed by grid voltage dips
and the variable wind power inputs, and the original nonlinearities. The proposed
controller outperforms the conventional VC by providing a global optimal perfor-
mance across the whole operation region. It does not requirethe detailed system
model and parameters and is an output feedback controller. Thus, it has a relatively
simpler controller and much better robustness than the FLC when there are model
uncertainties and unknown disturbances. Comparing with other nonlinear adaptive
methods, the proposed NAC can deal with time-varying uncertain dynamics.
Performance enhancement has been tested by simulation studies at ifferent volt-
age dip’s levels, and various uncertainties, including model mismatch, measurement
noises and time-varying wind power inputs. Simulation results have shown that the
proposed NAC can provide satisfactory performances with smaller current and volt-
age overshoots during grid fault and better robustness against uncertainties, com-
pared with the VC and the model-based FLC.
Finally, the proposed NAC can be easily extended to enhance the FRTC of other
types of energy sources which are integrated with the grid with a full-rated back-
to-back converter, such as solar photovoltaic and energy storage. Further studies
will focus on carrying the experimental test of the proposedmethod on a hardware





Control of Machine-side and
Grid-side Converter of PMSG-WT
5.1 Introduction
In the wind energy conversion system (WECS) shown in Fig. 1.2, it consists
two voltage-source converters (VSCs), i.e., machine-sideconverter (MSC) and grid-
side converter (GSC). The GSC is responsible to maintain theDC-link voltage and
deliver active power to the grid, whereas the objective of the MSC is controlling
output power of the generator. The control of the MSC and GSC can be decoupled
when the DC-link voltage can be well regulated. In addition,f r the machined side,
as the electromagnetic torque has much faster response thanthe mechanical torque,
thus the decoupled control between wind turbine (WT) and generator can be applied
in Region 3.
For the control of the MSC, several literatures regarding maxi um power point
tracking (MPPT) have been published, such the use of wind turbine (WT) speed
control or torque control in Region 2, e.g., [11,68,102]. Some previously published
works proposed pitch control methods to limit the extractedwind power when wind
speed is above the rated speed, e.g., [83, 103–105]. However, there are relatively
106
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few works that suggest control strategies based on varying operating condition for
WTs. In this chapter, the control strategy of the MSC includes mechanical rotation
speed control at speeds lower than rated rotor speed and pitch control at rated power
area.
Numerous designed controllers have been studied for the control of the GSC,
i.e., conventional vector control (VC) with proportional-integral (PI) loops, feed-
back linearisation control (FLC), sliding mode control andnonlinear adaptive con-
trol (NAC) [29,35,63,91]. Although these advanced controlmethods have provided
satisfactory performances of the GSC and enhanced the faultride-through capability
(FRTC) of the permanent magnet synchronous generator basedWT (PMSG-WT),
all these work assumed that the generator output can be looked as a current source
which can be reduced simultaneously and proportionally to the drop of the grid
voltage. In addition, the dynamics of the machine-side during the tests of different
voltage dips have not been considered in [29,35,91] or have been simply simulated
by varying current in [63]. However, a real WT cannot be simply replaced by a cur-
rent source. To investigate the performances of the PMSG-WTunder normal and
fault operation conditions, it requires the coordinated control for the GSC and MSC
of the PMSG-WT.
This chapter presents a coordinated nonlinear adaptive control (CNAC) of the
MSC and GSC of the PMSG-based WECS. This chapter integrates the author’s
work reported in Chapter 2-4. Under normal operation condition, for MSC con-
trol, the MPPT operation is realized by mechanical rotationspeed control and stator
current control in Region 2. The proposed MPPT control method in Chapter 2 is
employed in this chapter. It requires mechanical rotation speed to track its optimal
value. In Region 3, the power is limited by mechanical rotatin speed control and s-
tator current control. The mechanical rotation speed and electromagnetic torque are
required to track their rated values, respectively. For GSCcontrol, in Region 2 and
3, the active and reactive power injected into grid is regulated using DC-link voltage
control and grid current control loop designed in Chapter 4.Under the grid voltage
dips, the GSC control strategy is the same as it in normal operation. For the MSC
control strategy, only pitch control is applied. The pitch control is employed to help
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enhance the FRTC of the WECS. The extracted wind power can be reduced through
increasing pitch angle. The proposed control strategy realises the control objectives
without requiring the accurate system model and full state measurements in differ-
ent operating regions, provides high robustness against parameter uncertainties, and
enhances the FRTC of the WECS.
5.2 Coordinated Control System
The proposed control block diagram for the WECS is shown in Fig. 5.1.
In normal operation, for the MSC, the MPPT algorithm presented in Chapter 2
is applied to extract the maximum wind power when the WECS operates in Region
2. In Region 2, the mechanical rotation speedwm is required to track its optimal
referencewmopt, while the d-axis stator current referenceimdr is 0. When the WECS
operates in Region 3, the pitch control developed in Chapter3 is employed to limit
the captured power from wind. In this region, the extracted wind power should be
maintained at rated value. It in turn requires both the mechani al rotation speed
wm and mechanical torqueTm to keep at their rated values, respectively. For the
GSC, the active powerPm generated by the PMSG is first transferred to DC-link,
then from DC-link to grid. Two VSCs are controlled separately and the dynamic
of the PMSG-WT and the power grid is decoupled via the DC-linkwhen dc-Link
voltageVdc is always maintained at its referenceVdcr. In order to regulated the dc-
link voltageVdc, a novel dc-link voltageVdc control strategy has been developed in
Chapter 4. In addition, q-axis GSC current referenceigqr is 0, d-axis grid voltageEgd
is rated voltage, and q-axis grid voltageEgq is 0. The injected grid reactive power
Qg should be around 0 when GSC controller can realize its control objectives.
Under the grid voltage dips, the GSC controller is the same asit in normal op-
eration. Both the active and reactive current references for the grid-side converter
given by the FRTC requirement has not been applied in GSC controller. Hence, the
dc-link voltageVdc should be kept constant. It will not absorb excess active power.
For the MSC, the generating active power is still deliveringto the grid during the
grid voltageEgd dips. The generated active powerPm is the same as the injected
Jian Chen



































































































































































Figure 5.1: Control block diagram under normal operation and grid voltage dips
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grid active powerPg when MSC controller does not take any control action. The
GSC currentigd will increase rapidly when the dc-link voltageVdc is well regulated
and the grid voltage dips. This may damage converters or other power electronic
devices. Hence, the WECS should export the active power to the grid in propor-
tion to the retained grid voltage level, to prevent the grid-si e VSC from damaging
by the large inrush current caused by the voltage sags [23], [4 . The generated
active powerPm should reduce at the same time when the grid voltage is reduced.
For this reason, pitch control is applied to assist in reducing generated active pow-
er Pm in this chapter, thus enhancing FRTC or low voltage rid-through capability
(LVRTC). When the pitch control is applied in MSC under the grid voltage dips,
the mechanical rotation speed referencewmrfault is the same as before. However, the
electromagnetic torque referenceTerfault is in proportion to the retained grid voltage





whereTerfault is the electromagnetic torque reference applied in pitch control after
the grid voltage dips;Egd(t) is the value of the grid voltage after the grid voltage
dips;Egd(0) is the rated grid voltage; andTernormal is the electromagnetic torque in
normal condition.






To verify the effectiveness of the proposed NAC, a series of simulations studies
are carried out and the VC and FLC are employed for comparison. A 2-MW WECS
is investigated. The parameters of the PMSG-WT system areR=39 m, ρ=1.205
kg/m3, rated wind speedVr=12 m/s,Jtot=10000kg ·m2,Ke=136.25V.s/rad, p=11,
Lmd = 5.5 × 10
−3 H, Lmq = 3.75× 10−3 H, andRs=50µΩ; the parameters of the
grid areLg = 6.31× 10−5 H, C = 0.06 F, andRg = 1.98× 10−3 Ω.
Parameters of NACs for WECS are the same as listed in Chapter 2-4. Note that
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FLC uses same controller parameters as the NAC, moreover theFLC uses the full
state feedback and the exact parameters.
5.3.1 Time-Varying Wind
Ramp-Change Wind
The responses of the WT to ramp-change wind is shown in Fig. 5.2 and 5.3.
Wind speed is shown in Fig. 5.2 (a). In the Region 3, the VC achieves the worst
tracking performance of the mechanical rotation speedwm with the longest recovery
time and biggest overshoots among the three controllers. The maximum tracking
error (wm−wmr
wmr
×100%) is more than15% under the VC. The tracking error of thewm
still exists under the FLC. The best tracking performance isprovided by the NAC.
In Region 2, both the FLC and NAC provide satisfactory tracking performances of
thewm. However, the VC still has tracking error of thewm. It can be explained that
the VC designed based one operation point and cannot provideptimal performance
in the whole operation region. The FLC exists tracking errorin Region 3, because
the dV
dt
is not known in the FLC design. In Region 2, the FLC know the full state
measurements and accurate system parameters. Hence, the FLC can achieve high
performance.
In Region 3, the pitch angleβref changes with the varying wind speed to limit
the extracted wind power. In Region 2, theβref will keep constant. The response of
theβref is shown in Fig. 5.2 (d). In Region 3, the VC requires more timeto reach
the expectedβref comparing with the FLC or NAC.
Fig. 5.3 (e)-(h) show the responses of the power coefficientCp, Tm andTe to
ramp-change wind. The expected wind power can be achieved bythe NAC even
when wind speed varies, that both the VC and FLC cannot provide, as shown in Fig.
5.3 (h).
The responses of the PMSG to ramp-change wind is shown in Fig.5.4 and 5.5.
Fig. 5.4 (a) and (b) show that larger overshoots and longer recovery time of the stator
voltagesVmdq are obtained by the VC comparing with the FLC or NAC, moreover
the NAC obtain the best performance. The stator currentimd can be well tracked by
Jian Chen
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Figure 5.2: Responses of the WT to ramp-change wind. (a) Windspeed V. (b)
Mechanical rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm.
(d) Pitch angle referenceβr.
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Figure 5.3: Responses of the WT to ramp-change wind. (e) Power coefficientCp.
(f) Mechanical rotation torqueTm. (g) Electromagnetic torqueTe. (h) Mechanical
powerPw.
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Figure 5.4: Responses of the PMSG to ramp-change wind. (a) d-axis voltageVmd.
(b) q-axis voltageVmq. (c) d-axis currentimd. (d) d-axis currentimq.
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Figure 5.5: Responses of the PMSG to ramp-change wind. (e) Active generating
powerPm. (f) Reactive generating powerQm.
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Figure 5.6: Responses of the grid to ramp-change wind. (a) q-axis currentigq. (b)
DC-link VoltageVdc. (c) Active grid powerPg. (d) Reactive grid powerQg.
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Figure 5.7: Estimates of states and perturbations to ramp-change wind
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Figure 5.8: Estimates of states and perturbations to ramp-change wind
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Figure 5.9: Estimates of states and perturbations to ramp-change wind
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all controllers shown in Fig. 5.4 (c). Fig. 5.4 (d) shows the response ofimq. The
active powerPm and reactive powerQm of the PMSG are shown in Fig. 5.5 (e) and
(f), respectively.
The responses of the grid to ramp-change wind is shown in Fig.5.6. Fig. 5.6
(a) show that the q-axis currentigq can be almost maintained at 0 by all controllers.
The VC has larger overshoots and longer recovery time of the DC-link voltageVdc.
The injected active powerPg and reactive powerQg of the grid are shown in Fig.
5.6 (c)-(d), respectively.
During the whole operating period, the NAC can always keep consistent re-
sponses ofPm, Qm, Pg andQg. The performances of the VC and FLC are affected
by the varying wind speed. Note that the FLC uses the full state feedback exceptdV
dt
in Region 3 and extract parameters of the system, but the NAC is without requiring
the details of the system information and extract parameters.
The estimates of the states and perturbations are shown in Fig. 5.7-5.9. It can be
seen from Fig. 5.7-5.9 that, both the states and perturbations can be well estimated
by the observers. The estimated perturbations including nolinearities, uncertainties
and disturbance are used for compensation for the real perturbation.
Random Wind
The responses of the WT to random wind is shown in Fig. 5.10 and5.11. Wind
speed is shown in Fig. 5.10 (a). When wind speed is time-varying, both the VC and
FLC cannot provide satisfactory tracking performances of the mechanical rotation
speedwm shown in Fig. 5.10 (b). The NAC keepswm around reference mechanical
rotation speed. The maximum tracking errors (wm−wmr
wmr
× 100%) are approximately
13% and5% under the VC and FLC, respectively. Fig. 5.11 (f)-(h) show the re-
sponses of mechanical torqueTm, electromagnetic torqueTe, and mechanical power
Pw, respectively. The responses of the PMSG to random wind is shown in Fig. 5.12
and 5.13. During the whole operating period, the NAC can always keep consistent
responses ofPm andQm. The performances of the VC and FLC are affected by the
time-varying wind speed. It can be seen from Fig. 5.15-5.17 that, the observers can
well estimate the states and perturbations to compensate the r al perturbations.
Jian Chen
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Figure 5.10: Responses of the WT to random wind. (a) Wind speed V. (b) Mechani-
cal rotation speedwm. (c) Relative error of mechanical rotation speedwm. (d) Pitch
angle referenceβr.
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Figure 5.11: Responses of the WT to random wind. (e) Power coeffi ient Cp. (f)
Mechanical rotation torqueTm. (g) Electromagnetic torqueTe. (h) Mechanical
powerPw.
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Figure 5.12: Responses of the PMSG to random wind. (a) d-axisvoltageVmd. (b)
q-axis voltageVmq. (c) d-axis currentimd. (d) q-axis currentimq.
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Figure 5.13: Responses of the PMSG to random wind. (e) Activegenerating power
Pm. (f) Reactive generating powerQm.
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Figure 5.14: Responses of the grid to random wind. (a) q-axiscurrent igq. (b)
DC-link VoltageVdc. (c) Active grid powerPg. (d) Reactive grid powerQg.
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Figure 5.15: Estimates of states and perturbations to random wind
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Figure 5.16: Estimates of states and perturbations to random wind
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Figure 5.17: Estimates of states and perturbations to random wind
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5.3.2 Grid Voltage Dips
In the following test cases, wind speed keeps at 10 m/s and thegrid voltage dips
from 690 V at 0.58s and recovers at 0.68s.
Grid Voltage Dips Without Protection
Figs. 5.18-5.21 show the responses of the WT and PMSG to constant wind speed
under grid voltage dips, respectively. From Fig. 5.22 (c), it can be seen that the d-
axis grid currentigd increases to approximately 1400A during voltage dips. The
dc-link voltageVdc can be well controlled around 1500V by these three controllers.
The responses of the injected grid active is shown in Fig. 5.23 (f).
LVRT Compliance With the Pitch Control
During grid voltage dips, if the extracted wind power does not change, the grid
currentigd increases under well controlled DC-link voltageVdc. The fast increasing
grid currentid may damage the devices. If the captured wind power is reduced, th
increasing grid currentigd can be reduced. In order to reduce the captured wind
power, the power coefficient is decreased by using pitch control. This control strat-
egy can be applied to assist the WECS in protecting the devices and improving the
FRTC of the WECS.
From Fig. 5.18-5.23, satisfactory performances can be obtained by all three
controllers under rated grid voltage. When the grid voltagedips are detected, the
pitch control is applied to reduce the captured wind power. When pitch control
strategy is applied, the mechanical rotational speedwm should keep constant, and
the mechanical torqueTm is reduced to the required value. However, the mechanical
rotational speedwm increases when pitch control, as shown Fig. 5.27 (c). It is
because that the pitch angle rate is limited in the range±20 degree/s under the
emergency condition. From 5.27 (d), it can be seen that the pitch angle reference
βr rate is much higher than±20 degree/s under the FLC and NAC. Hence, the real
pitch angleβ applied to the WT cannot be same as theβr due to pitch angle rate
limit. It in turn results in the increment of thewm. Fig. 5.28 (e) shows the power
Jian Chen
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Figure 5.18: Responses of the WT to constant wind speed undergri voltage dips.
(a) Wind speed V. (b) Grid VoltageEgd. (c) Mechanical rotation speedwm. (d) Pitch
angle referenceβr.
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Figure 5.19: Responses of the WT to constant wind speed undergri voltage dips.
(e) Power coefficientCp. (f) Mechanical rotation torqueTm. (g) Electromagnetic
torqueTe. (h) Mechanical powerPw.
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Figure 5.20: Responses of the PMSG to constant wind speed under gri voltage
dips. (a) d-axis voltageVmd. (b) q-axis voltageVmq. (c) d-axis currentimd. (d)
q-axis currentimq.
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Figure 5.21: Responses of the PMSG to constant wind speed under gri voltage
dips. (e) Active generating powerPm. (f) Reactive generating powerQm.
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Figure 5.22: Responses of the grid to constant wind speed under grid voltage dips.
(a) d-axis voltageVgd. (b) q-axis voltageVgq. (c) d-axis currentigd. (d) q-axis
currentigq.
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Figure 5.23: Responses of the grid to constant wind speed under grid voltage dips.
(a) d-axis voltageVgd. (b) q-axis voltageVgq. (c) d-axis currentigd. (d) q-axis
currentigq. (e) DC-link VoltageVdc. (f) Active grid powerPg.
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Figure 5.24: Estimates of states and perturbations to constant wind speed under grid
voltage dips
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Figure 5.25: Estimates of states and perturbations to constant wind speed under grid
voltage dips
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Figure 5.26: Estimates of states and perturbations to constant wind speed under grid
voltage dips
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Figure 5.27: Responses of the WT to constant wind speed with protection under
grid voltage dips. (a) Wind speed V. (b) Grid VoltageEgd. (c) Mechanical rotation
speedwm. (d) Pitch angle referenceβr.
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Figure 5.28: Responses of the WT to constant wind speed with protection under
grid voltage dips. (e) Power coefficientCp. (f) Mechanical rotation torqueTm. (g)
Electromagnetic torqueTe. (h) Mechanical powerPw.
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Figure 5.29: Responses of the PMSG to constant wind speed with pro ection under
grid voltage dips. (a) d-axis voltageVmd. (b) q-axis voltageVmq. (c) d-axis current
imd. (d) q-axis currentimq.
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Figure 5.30: Responses of the PMSG to constant wind speed with pro ection under
grid voltage dips. (e) Active generating powerPm. (f) Reactive generating power
Qm.
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Figure 5.31: Responses of the grid to constant wind speed with protection under
grid voltage dips. (a) d-axis voltageVgd. (b) q-axis voltageVgq. (c) d-axis current
igd. (d) q-axis currentigq.
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Figure 5.32: Responses of the grid to constant wind speed with protection under
grid voltage dips. (e) DC-link VoltageVdc. (f) Active grid powerPg.
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Figure 5.33: Estimates of states and perturbations to constant wind speed with pro-
tection under grid voltage dips
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Figure 5.34: Estimates of states and perturbations to constant wind speed with pro-
tection under grid voltage dips
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Figure 5.35: Estimates of states and perturbations to constant wind speed with pro-
tection under grid voltage dips
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coefficientCp can be reduced by varying pitch angle. The decrement of theCp is
much larger under the FLC and NAC than the VC. It can be explained that the VC
has much slower response of theβ compared to the FLC or NAC. If theβ cannot
decrease quickly, theCp cannot has fast reduction. Both theTm andTe reduced
quickly under the FLC and NAC, as shown 5.28 (f) and (g). However, the VC has
smaller reduction and longer recovery time. Fig. 5.28 (h) shows both the NAC and
LFC has larger reduction of captured wind powerPw than the VC when the grid
voltage dips.
The responses of the PMSG to constant wind speed with protecti n under grid
voltage dips is shown in Fig. 5.29 and 5.30. When the grid voltage dips, the elec-
tromagnetic torque referenceTer is reduced proportionally to the grid voltage dips
to keep balance between the generating powerPm and injected grid powerPg. It in
turn limits the increasing grid currentigd to protect the devices. If the stator current
imd is well controlled, theTe is proportional to theimq. However, it can be seen from
Fig. 5.29 (d) that, theimq cannot track its reference under the VC. Both the FLC
and NAC provide satisfactory tracking performance ofimq. Fig. 5.30 (e) shows the
active generating powerPm has bigger reduction with shorter recovery time under
the FLC and NAC than the VC.
Fig. 5.31 and 5.32 shows the responses of the grid under grid voltage dips. It
can be seen from Fig. 5.31 and 5.32 that, the grid currentigd achieve smaller current
under the FLC and NAC than VC when voltage dips happen. When pitch control
strategy is not applied under grid voltage dips, theigd reaches approximately 1400A
shown in Fig. 5.22 (c). Theigd can be reduced to approximately 1300A under the
FLC and NAC When pitch control strategy is used, as shown in Fig. 5.31. However,
the VC does not limit theigd significantly as FLC or NAC. The dc-link voltageVdc
has smaller overshoots and shorter recovery time under the FLC and NAC than the
VC. When pitch control strategy is applied, the injected active grid powerPg has
bigger reduction under the FLC and NAC compared to the VC. TheFRTC of the
WECS can be enhanced by using the FLC or NAC. Note that the FLC requires full




This chapter has proposed a CNAC for the GSC and MSC of the WECSbased
PMSG. The objectives of different operating regions can be achieved by using the
NAC. It provides better performances of the WECS than the VC designed based on
optimal operating point and FLC requiring accurate system model and detailed sys-
tem model in different operating regions. In addition, the nonlinear adaptive pitch
control has been used to assist in reducing the extracted wind power to enhance the
FRTC of the WECS. In the future work, the active crowbars can be applied in en-
hancing the FRTC of WECSs to protect the WECS.
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Chapter 6
Speed Control of a Permanent
Magnet Synchronous Motor With
Time-Varying Unknown Load Torque
6.1 Introduction
Permanent magnet synchronous motors (PMSMs) has become attractive and
competitive in AC drive applications with merits such as self-excitation, high ef-
ficiency, low inertia, low noise, high torque to current ratio and fast dynamic re-
sponse [106, 107]. The vector control (VC) with proportional-i tegral (PI) loops is
already widely applied in the PMSM system due to its relativesimple implemen-
tation and decoupled power regulation. It aims to achieve similar torque control
performance to a separately excited dc motor where torque and flux can be decou-
pled controlled. However, a practical PMSM system is a nonlinear system and faced
with unavoidable uncertainties and load disturbance, suchas parameter variations,
friction force, and unknown load disturbances. As a result,linear control schemes
like linear quadratic regulator control algorithm may not provide high dynamic per-
formance for a PMSM over a time-varying operation conditions [108–111].Some
nonlinear control strategies have been proposed, such as predictive functional con-
trol [110], robust control [111], feedback linearisation control (FLC) [112, 113], s-
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liding mode control [108,109,114], fuzzy control [115], adaptive control [116–119]
and backstepping control [46,120,121].
The drive robustness against disturbances like load torquevariation and system
parameter variations is an important requirement of high-performance drives. This
leads to the necessity of a compensation for the torque disturbance. Unfortunate-
ly, the load torque disturbances are not easily measured dirctly or predicted. In
view of the robustness against a certain disturbance, the obs rver-based controller
has been proposed as a successful scheme in industrial applications to suppress load
torque disturbance [78, 116, 122–127]. However, since the exactly known system
parameters are required for observers, parameter variations still seriously affect the
performance of such schemes. In [124], a model-based methodusing a nonlinear
reduced-order observer was introduced for speed and rotor psition estimation of
PMSM. It can provide a satisfactory performance under load torque disturbance,
but it lacks of experimental verifications. A sensorless nonli ear control scheme
for driving an unknown load torque is proposed [125]. An extend d nonlinear ob-
server (ENO) is applied to estimate the states of the motor and disturbance torque.
The proposed control scheme presents a very satisfactory performance in the whole
speed range, under slowing varying load torque and uncertainties in the mechanical
parameters. However, the observer performance is sensitive to electrical parameter
variations that may lead to dynamics of the scheme unstable.In [126], a nonlinear
speed control for a PMSM using disturbance estimation approach is developed to
achieve satisfactory performance under the presence of theparameter variation and
the external disturbances caused by the inertia of the drivetrain and load torque
variations. However, the resistance and inductance shouldbe exactly known, and
the estimated parameters need to be unknown constant or slowly varying. In [116],
an adaptive speed controller for the PMSM speed-regulationsystem combining the
extended state observer (ESO) with the inertia identification echnique together is
developed to provide robustness against the variations of inertia. However, this
adaptive controller requires full system states and the updated inertia information by
using inertia identification techniques, and the cases of load t rque disturbance and
other parameter variations have not been considered in detail. In [127], a composite
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control frame based on the extend state observer (ESO) is developed to achieve a
satisfactory position response in the presence of inertia load variation or load dis-
turbance. However, this research treats only the position control, the speed control
and performance robustness of the position control to otherparameter variations are
desired to be extended. In [78], a robust current-control scheme for a PMSM with a
linear discrete disturbance observer is developed to provide robustness against elec-
trical parameters variations and an efficient solution for torque-ripple minimization
in PMSM drives. However, the load torque disturbance has notbeen considered.
In this chapter, nonlinear adaptive controller (NAC) is developed for PMSM
to track mechanical rotation speed and provide high robustnes against system pa-
rameter uncertainties and unknown time-varying load disturbances. In addition, a
nonlinear controller with an extended nonlinear observer (NCENO) based on the
control method proposed in [125] is used for speed control ofthe PMSM in d-q
model. In the NCENO design, the mechanical rotation speed, rotor position and
stator current are required to be measured, only the unknownl ad torque and it-
s derivative are estimated by the ENO. The designed NAC improves the NCENO
adaptivity to parameter uncertainties. The NAC proposed will be compared with the
NCENO and VC in simulation and experiment studies under different situations.
The remaining parts of this chapter is organized as follows.In Section II, the
PMSM is reviewed. The design of the NAC, based on a FLC, is present d in Sec-
tion III. Section IV carries out simulation and experimental results to verify the
performance of the proposed NAC, compared with the VC and NCEO. Finally,
conclusions of this chapter are presented in Section V.
6.2 Permanent Magnet Synchronous Motor Model
The state-space model of the PMSM is given as [112]:
ẋ = f(x) + g1(x)u1 + g2(x)u2 (6.2.1)
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x = [imd imq wm]
T,
u = [u1, u2]
T = [Vmd, Vmq]
T ,
y = [y1, y2]
T = [h1(x), h2(x)]
T = [imd, wm]
T
wherex ∈ R3 , u ∈ R2 andy ∈ R2 are state vector, input vector and output vector,
respectively;f(x), g(x) andh(x) are smooth vector fields.Vmd andVmq are the
stator voltages in thed-q axis,imd andimq are the stator currents in thed-q axis,Rs
is the stator resistance,Lmd andLmq ared-q axis inductances,Ke is the permanent
magnetic flux given by the magnets,p is the number of pole pairs,Jtot is the total
inertia of the drive train that is equal to the summation of WTinertia constant and
generator inertia constant,B is the friction coefficient of the motor,we(= pwm) is
the electrical generator rotation speed, andTm, Te, Tf andTd = Tm + Tf are the
load torque, electromagnetic torque, static friction torque and disturbance torque,
respectively.
The electromagnetic torque is expressed as:
Te = p[(Lmd − Lmq)imdimq + imqKe] (6.2.2)
6.3 Design of Nonlinear Adaptive Controller
6.3.1 Input-output Linearisation
For system (6.2.1), choose the output of the first subsystem asy1 = h1(x) = imd






























[Ke + (Lmd − Lmq)imd](Lmdweimd




































As det[B(x)] = p[Ke+(Lmd−Lmq)imd]
JtotLmdLmq
6= 0 whenKe 6= 0, that is,B(x) is non-
singular for all nominal operation points. The system (6.2.1) has relative degree
ri = [1 2].
6.3.2 Perturbation and Fictitious State

















whereΨi is the perturbation term,B0 = B(x)|x=x(0) is the nominal control gain.


























For the first subsystem, defining state variables asz11 = y1, and a fictitious state
to represent the perturbationz12 = Ψ1, the first subsystem can be represented as
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ż11 = z12 +B01u
ż12 = Ψ̇1
(6.3.7)
whereB01 is the first row of theB0, B0ij is thei
th row jth column element of the
B0.
For the second subsystem, defining state variables asz21 = y2 andz22 = y
(1)
2 ,
















ż22 = z23 +B02u
ż23 = Ψ̇2
(6.3.8)
whereB02 is the second row of theB0.
For subsystems (6.3.7) and (6.3.8), several types of perturbation observers, such
as sliding mode observer, high gain observer and linear Luenberger observer, have
been proposed [65]. This chapter uses high gain observer, while ot er types ob-
servers can be designed similarly.
6.3.3 States and Perturbation Observer
When all states are available, the perturbation of the first subsystem is estimat-
ed by a second-order perturbation observer (PO) which uses the last statez11 as
measurement as follows
{
˙̂z11 = ẑ11 + l11(z11 − ẑ11) +B01ui
˙̂z12 = l12(z12 − ẑ12),
(6.3.9)





, j = 1, 2 (6.3.10)
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whereǫj1, 0 < ǫ1 < 1 is a positive constant to be specified and the positive constants
α1j , j=1,2, are chosen such that the roots of
s2 + α11s+ α12 = 0 (6.3.11)
are in the open left-half complex plan.
When the second subsystem outputy2 = z21 is available, a third-order states









˙̂z21 = ẑ22 + l21(z21 − ẑ21)
˙̂z22 = ẑ23 + l22(z21 − ẑ21) +B02u
˙̂z23 = l23(z21 − ẑ21),
(6.3.12)





, j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are gains of the high
gain observer,ǫ2, 0 < ǫ2 < 1 is a small positive parameter to be specified to rep-
resent times of the time-dynamics between the observer and the real system. The
parametersα2j , j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are chosen such that the roots of
s3 + α21s
2 + α22s+ α23 = 0 (6.3.13)
are in the open left-half complex plan.
6.3.4 Nonlinear Adaptive Controller
For sub-systemq1, a second-order PO like (6.3.9) is designed to estimate the
perturbationẑ12 = Ψ̂1; and for sub-systemq2, a third-order SPO like (6.3.12) is
designed to estimate thêz22 and perturbation̂z23 = Ψ̂2. By using the estimated
perturbation to compensate the real perturbation, controllaws for sub-systemsq1
















wherev1,2 is defined as
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Figure 6.1: Block diagram of nonlinear adaptive controller
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v1 = k11(z11r − z11) + ż11r
v2 = z̈21r + k22(z21r − z21)
+k21(ż21r − ẑ22)
(6.3.15)
The final control law represented by physical variables, such as current, induc-






















+k21(ẇmr − ẑ22) + ẅmr − Ψ̂2]
(6.3.16)
Note that in the controller design, the NAC proposed only requires the nominal
value of parameters ofLmd0, Lmq0, Ke0 and Jtot0, measurements of two output
variablesimd andwm, andiq=5 A is chosen.
The following parameters are used in the VC employed in the spe d and current
control loops. Speed control loop:kp = 2; ki = 4. Current control loops:kp = 2;
ki = 6.
Parameters of NACs for subsystemq1 andq2 are designed based on pole-placement
and listed as following:
q1 : observer:α11 = 3.2 × 102, α12 = 2.56 × 104, ǫ1 = 1 × 10−2; controller:
k11 = 4× 10
1.
q2 : observer:α21 = 2.1×102, α22 = 1.47×104,α23 = 3.43×105, ǫ2 = 2×10−2;
controller:k21 = 2.2× 101, k22 = 4.84× 102.
To clearly illustrate its principle, block diagram of the NAC proposed is shown
in Fig. 6.1.
6.4 Simulation and Experimental Results
To validate the effectiveness of the proposed NAC, simulation and experimen-
tal results are presented. For simulation and experiment, the specifications of the
Jian Chen
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PMSM are given as follows: rated powerPreted = 250 W; rated current (RMS)
Irated = 5.7 A; rated voltageVrated = 42 V; rated speedwrated = 4000 RPM,p = 5;
R = 0.19 Ω; Ld = Lq = 0.49 mH;Ke = 0.0151 V.s/rad;B = 2.6×10−3 N.m.s/rad;
J = 1.23× 10−3 Kg.m2; and static friction torqueTf = 0.121 N.m.
Note that the simulation and experiment use the same set of controller parame-
ters.
6.4.1 Simulation Results
Case 1: Constant Mechanical Rotation Speed
The reference mechanical rotation speedwm and a unknown step-change load
torqueTm are shown in Fig. 6.2 (a) and (b), respectively. It can be seenfrom Fig.
6.2 (c) and (d) that, the NAC can achieve the best tracking performance of the me-
chanical rotation speedw when the unknown step-change load torque is applied.
The maximum relative error (wm−wmref
wmref
× 100%) is approximately4% and3% un-
der the VC and NCENO, respectively. Although the performance of the NAC is
little impacted by the unknown load torque variation, the maxi um relative error
(wm−wmref
wmref
× 100%) is less than1%. The voltage and current responses are shown
in Fig. 6.3. From Fig. 6.3, it can be seen that both the VC, NCENO and NAC can
keep theid around 0.
The estimates of the states and perturbations are shown in Fig. 6.4-6.7. It can be
seen from Fig. 6.4-6.7 that, both the states and perturbations can be well estimated
by the observers. The estimated perturbations including nolinearities, uncertainties
and disturbance are used for compensation.
Case 2: Time-Varying Mechanical Rotation Speed
Both the mechanical rotation speedwm and load torqueTm vary, which are
shown in Fig. 6.8 (a) and (b), respectively. The NAC achievessatisfactory tracking
performances of both thewm and imd, and provides high robustness for the load
torque disturbance shown in Fig. 6.8 and Fig. 6.9. When both thewm andTm vary,
the tracking performance of thewm is not satisfactory and with approximately2.5%
and2.3% maximum relative error (wm−wmref
wmref
× 100%) under the VC and NCENO,
respectively.
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Figure 6.2: Responses of constant mechanical rotation speed under unknown step-
change load torque disturbance. (a) Reference mechanical rotation speedwref ; (b)
Load torqueTm; (c) Mechanical rotation speedwm; (d) Relative error of thewm.
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Figure 6.3: Responses of time-varying mechanical rotationspeed under unknown
time-varying load. (a) d-axis voltageVmd; (b) q-axis voltageVmq; (c) d-axis current
imd; (d) q-axis currentimq.
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Figure 6.4: Estimations of system states and perturbations. (a) z11; (b) Estimate
errorz11; (c) z12; (d) Estimate errorz12.
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Figure 6.5: Estimations of system states and perturbations. (e)z21; (f) Estimate error
z21; (g) z22; (h) Estimate errorz22.
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Figure 6.6: Estimations of system states and perturbations. (i) z23; (j) Estimate error
z23; (k) PerturbationΨ1; (l) Relative error of perturbationΨ1.
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Figure 6.7: Estimations of system states and perturbations. (m) PerturbationΨ2; (n)
Relative error of perturbationΨ2.
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Figure 6.8: Responses of time-varying mechanical rotationspeed under unknown
time-varying load. (a) Load torqueTm; (b) Mechanical rotation speedwm; (c) Rel-
ative error of thewm.
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Figure 6.9: Responses of time-varying mechanical rotationspeed under unknown
time-varying load. (a) d-axis voltageVmd; (b) q-axis voltageVmq; (c) d-axis current
imd; (d) q-axis currentimq.
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Figure 6.10: Responses of constant mechanical rotation speed under unknown step-
change load torque disturbance. (a) Reference mechanical rotation speedwref ; (b)
Load torqueTm; (c) Mechanical rotation speedwm; (d) Relative error of thewm.
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Figure 6.11: Responses of time-varying mechanical rotation speed under unknown
time-varying load. (a) d-axis voltageVmd; (b) q-axis voltageVmq; (c) d-axis current
imd; (d) q-axis currentimq.
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Figure 6.12: Responses of time-varying mechanical rotation speed under unknown
time-varying load. (a) Load torqueTm; (b) Mechanical rotation speedwm; (c) Rel-
ative error of thewm.
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Figure 6.13: Responses of time-varying mechanical rotation speed under unknown
time-varying load. (a) d-axis voltageVmd; (b) q-axis voltageVmq; (c) d-axis current




The experiment tests have been done to verify the effectiveness of the proposed
NAC. The experiment setup is the same as that in Section 2.5. The PMSM is coupled
with a DC motor which is used to produce load torque to PMSM.
Case 1: Constant Mechanical Rotation Speed
Figs. 6.10 and 6.11 show the experiment results. In this test, the unknown load
torqueTm is provide by the DC motor, which is different with the load torque in
simulation test shown in Fig. 6.2 (b). Fig. 6.10 (a) and (b) shows the reference
mechanical rotation speedwref and unknown time-varying load torqueTm, respec-




shown in Fig. 6.10 (c) and (d), respectively. Fig. 6.11 showsthe d-axis, q-axis stator
voltages (Vmd, Vmq), d-axis, and q-axis stator currents (imd, imq) respectively. From
Fig. 6.10 and 6.11, it can be seen that the proposed NAC achieves a better dynamic
performance than the VC and NCENO.
Case 2: Time-Varying Mechanical Rotation Speed
In this experiment test case, the applied time-varying loadt rqueTm is shown
in Fig. 6.12 (b). It can be seen form Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 that, the applied unknown
load torque affects the system performances under the VC andNCENO. The NAC
can provide high robustness against unknown load torque disturbance even when
the mechanical rotation speedwm varies.
6.5 Conclusions
This chapter has proposed a perturbation estimation based NAC for PMSM. In
the proposed NAC, the observers are designed to estimate thesystem states and per-
turbation which includes all unknown and time-varying dynamics of the PMSM,
i.e., system parameter uncertainties, nonlinearities andunknown load torque distur-
bance . The estimates of perturbations are employed to achieve adaptive feedback
linearisation. The proposed NAC does not require the detailed knowledge of the
nonlinearities, parameters of the PMSM and full state measur ments, and considers
all system nonlinearities and external disturbances. Bothsimulation and experi-
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mental results have shown that the proposed NAC can achieve satisfactory dynamic
performances in the presence of parameter variations and unknown time-varying
load torque disturbance, compared with the structured VC.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions, Future Work and
Limitation
This chapter has summarised the obtained results of this thesis and contributions.
At the end of this chapter, suggestions for future investigations are also listed.
7.1 Conclusions
At the beginning of the thesis, the background, control methodologies, motiva-
tions, objectives, and the contributions of this research work have been presented. In
order to improve the dynamic performance of the permanent magnet synchronous
generator based wind turbine (PMSG-WT), this thesis has focused on the devel-
opment of advanced control algorithms for the PMSG-WT. Hence, the nonlinear
adaptive control (NAC) has been firstly used to control the PMSG-WT and PMSM.
In addition, it has improved the performance of the VC and FLC.
For the maximum power point tracking (MPPT) in Region 2, Chapter 2 has
proposed a nonlinear adaptive controller for PMSG-WT to extract maximum pow-
er from time-varying wind. Both the VC and FLC are applied forMPPT control
under time-varying wind. The simulation and experiment results have shown that
the proposed NAC extracts the maximum power from wind, realiz s a satisfactory
dynamic performance and has a high robustness against parameter uncertainties and
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measurement noises. It has overcome the drawback of the VC designed based one
operating point and the shortcoming of the FLC relying on thefull system states and
detailed nonlinear system model.
Chapter 3 has proposed a nonlinear adaptive pitch controller f r PMSG-WT
to limit the extracted power from time-varying wind in Region 3. The simulation
results have shown that the proposed NAC can maintain the extracted wind power
at rated power in Region 3, and realise a satisfactory dynamic performance without
requiring accurate PMSG-WT model, parameters and full state measurements, and
considering all system nonlinearities and interaction.
In Chapter 4, a novel NAC for the grid-side converter has beeninvestigated to
improve the FRTC of a full-rated converter based variable-sp ed wind turbine. The
proposed controller outperforms the conventional VC by providing a global opti-
mal performance across the whole operation region. It does nt require the detailed
system model and parameters and is an output feedback controller. Thus, it has
a relatively simpler controller and much better robustnessthan the FLC when there
are model uncertainties and unknown disturbances. Comparing with other nonlinear
adaptive methods, the proposed NAC can deal with time-varying uncertain dynam-
ics. Performance enhancement has been tested by simulationstudies at different
voltage dip’s levels, and various uncertainties, including model mismatch, measure-
ment noises and time-varying wind power inputs. Simulationresults have shown
that the proposed NAC can provide satisfactory performances with smaller current
and voltage overshoots during grid fault and better robustness against uncertainties,
compared with the VC and the model-based FLC. Finally, the proposed NAC can
be easily extended to enhance the FRTC of other types of energy sources which
are integrated with the grid with a full-rated back-to-backconverter, such as solar
photovoltaic and energy storage. Further studies will focus on carrying the exper-
imental test of the proposed method on a hardware prototype and investigating its
potentiality of dealing with asymmetrical voltage sags.
Chapter 5 has proposed a coordinated nonlinear adaptive control (CNAC) for
the GSC and MSC of the WECS based PMSG. The objectives of different operating
regions can be achieved by using the NAC. It provides better performances of the
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WECS than the VC designed based on optimal operating point and FLC requiring
accurate system model and detailed system model in different operating regions. In
addition, the nonlinear adaptive pitch control has been used to assist in reducing the
extracted wind power to enhance the FRTC of the WECS.
In Chapter 6, a NAC of the PMSM is developed to track mechanical rot tion
speed. In addition, the conventional VC and NCENO based on the control method
proposed in [125] have been used for speed control of the PMSM. Both simulation
and experimental results have shown that the proposed NAC achieves satisfactory
dynamic performances in the presence of parameter variations and unknown time-
varying load torque disturbance.
7.2 Future Work
The possible future work is listed based on the following ideas.
• In Chapter 2, the effectiveness of the NAC in extracting the maxi um wind
power has been verified by simulation and experiment tests. However, the
experiment test is based on a small scale prototype WT emulated by a DC
motor. The experiment verification of the NAC based on a real WT is more
persuasive.
• In Chapter 3, the simulation studies have been carried out todemonstrate
the performance of the proposed nonlinear adaptive control(NAC), based on
MATLAB/SIMULINK. In the future work, a NAC of two-mass wind turbine
model will be studied and an aeroelastic simulator, FAST, will be used to
validate the proposed NAC.
• In Chapter 4, the simulation studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of
the proposed nonlinear adaptive control (NAC) in enhancingthe fault ride-
through capability (FRTC) of a full-rated converter based variable-speed wind
turbine. In the future work, the verification of the proposedcontrol strategy
can be realised via experiment test.
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• In Chapter 5, the proposed control strategy can provide satisfac ory dynamic
performance and enhance the FRTC of the WECS. It can assist the WECS
in reducing the large inrush current when grid voltage dips.However, this
control strategy cannot fully limit the increasing currentwhen severe grid
voltage dips occur. In the future work, the active crowbars can be used to
enhance the FRTC of WECSs to protect the WECS.
• The NAC also can be used for speed control of the induction motor (IM). We
have successfully applied the NAC in IM, and the experiment tsts have done
based dSPACE. It is not included in this thesis. In the futurework, a observer
will be designed to estimate the rotor flux based on the statorvoltage and
current.
7.3 Limitations of the NAC
Although the NAC provides satisfactory system performances and high robust-
ness against uncertainties and disturbances, but it still has two major limitation-
s. Firstly, it cannot provide high system performances whent inputs occur step
changes. It is because that the observer cannot estimate thep rturbation so fast to
completely compensate the real perturbation. Secondly, inthe real experiment test-
s, the values of the parameters of the observer cannot be chosn t o large, it will
expand the system noise influence that may affect the system performances.
Jian Chen
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